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Abstract
Recent studies show that deliberate malicious attacks performed by high-power signals can put large amount of data under risk. We investigate the problem of survivable optical networks resource provisioning scheme against malicious attacks,
more specifically crosstalk jamming attacks. These types of attacks may cause service disruption (or possibly service denial). We consider optical networks based on
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) technology and two types of jamming attacks: in-band and out-of-band attacks. We propose an attack-aware routing and
wavelength assignments (RWA) scheme to avoid or reduce the damaging eﬀects of
potential attacking signals on individual or multiple legitimate lightpaths traversing the same optical switches and links. An integer linear programs (ILPs) as well
as heuristic approaches were proposed to solve the problem. We consider dynamic
traﬃc where each demand is defined by its start time and a duration. Our results
show that the proposed approaches were able to limit the vulnerability of lightpaths
to jamming attacks.
Recently, large-scale failures caused by natural disasters and/or deliberate attacks have left major parts of the networks damaged or disconnected. We also
investigate the problem of disaster-aware WDM network resource provisioning in
case of disasters. We propose an ILP and eﬃcient heuristic to route the lightpaths
in such a way that provides protection against disasters and minimize the network
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resources such as the number of wavelength links used in the network. Our models
show that significant resource savings can be achieved while accommodating users
demands.
In the last few years, optical networks using Space Division Multiplexing (SDM)
has been proposed as a solution to the speed bottleneck anticipated in data center
(DC) networks. To our knowledge the new challenges of designing such communication systems have not been addressed yet. We propose an optimal approach to the
problem of developing a path-protection scheme to handle communication requests
in DC networks using elastic optical networking and space division multiplexing.
We have formulated our problem as an ILP. We have also proposed a heuristic that
can handle problems of practical size. Our simulations explore important features
of our approach.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Optical Networks Fundamentals

For the past decades, the immense growth of data traﬃc, primarily Internet traﬃc,
and the significant demand for network capacity has created an ever increasing need
for long-haul high-speed communication networks. Optical networks oﬀer many
advantages such as high bit rate and low attenuation and are considered as the only
future-proof technology to handle such immense growth of data traﬃc [1–4]. The
rest of this section briefly presents the main concepts and principles used in optical
networks. In section 2.1 of chapter 2, we will discuss the state-of-art in optical
networks in more details.
One of the main advancement in optical networks is WDM technology, which has
made possible high throughput backbone networks [5–7]. In WDM optical networks
multiple optical signals, called lightpaths (i.e., optical end-to-end connections) can
be established between pairs of nodes [8, 9]. Each lightpath has the ability to transmit a data rate of nearly 40 Giga bits per second (Gbps). Typically, communication
requests can be classified into static traﬃc and dynamic traﬃc [3, 10]. Under static
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traﬃc scenario, requests are known in advance and established on a semi-permanent
manner on the network. On the other hand, with dynamic traﬃc scenario, a lightpath is eastablished when a request arrives and torn-down when the communication
is over. In our research work, we consider dynamic traﬃc model.
In this dissertation, we consider transparent optical networks (TONs), also called
all-optical networks (AONs). In AONs, transparent lightpaths are established between the source and destination to accommodate user’s requests. They are called
transparent because they do not undergo optical-electronic-optical (OEO) conversion at intermediate nodes. More details on AONs will be discussed in chapter
2.
A set of lightpaths is established by assigning a physical route and a wavelength
to each lightpath, this is called routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem
[11,12]. RWA is a widely discussed problem in optical network planning, which deals
with the establishment of lightpaths. RWA involves finding:
• A physical route in the network topology (i.e. a path traversing one or more
optical fiber(s) from the source to the destination) and
• a unique wavelength, not used by any other lightpath on all the fibers along
the route
Both Integer Linear Programming (ILP) and heuristic approaches have been
used to solve the RWA problem [10]. Based on the traﬃc scenario, RWA problem
can be classified into static RWA and dynamic RWA.
In recent years, the concept of data center network (DCN) has received lots
of attention by researchers. Mainly, a data center (DC) is a group of networked
servers that are used for storing and distributing large amounts of data. A network
of data centers is called a Cloud. Recently, optical networks using space division
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multiplexing have been proposed as a solution to the speed bottleneck anticipated
in data center networks [13]. In our research work reported in chapters 3-5, we
propose eﬃcient resource allocation approaches in WDM and SDM data center
optical networks.
Optical networks are vulnerable to malicious attacks and failures. In this dissertation, we consider a type of malicious attacks called crosstalk jamming attacks.
These types of attacks may cause large data loss and have the ability to propagate
through the network. Typically, crosstalk jamming occurs at the network physical
layer inside optical switches, amplifiers, and fibers. On the other hand, large-scale
failures, such as disasters, can destroy major parts of the network and cause sever
service unavailability and data loss. Therefore, developing survivable strategies to
handle such attacks and failures are of great importance. We propose novel approaches to solve attack-aware (disaster-aware) RWA in DC optical networks with
dynamic traﬃc in chapter 3 (4), respectively.
Recent developments in multi-core fibers (MCFs), multi-mode fibers (MMFs),
or bundles of single-mode fiber(SMF) have led to the notion of space division multiplexing (SDM). Due to the increasing and continuous demand for bandwidth, optical
fibers are expected reach their capacity limits in the next few years [14–16]. This
is called optical network capacity crunch. SDM-based network architectures appear
as a viable option for overcoming such bandwidth limitations. In SDM networks,
requests can be provisioned by creating sliceable spectral-spacial superchannels (S2SChs). We consider SDM technology in our research work reported in chapter 5.
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Research Reported in this Dissertation
Attack-aware RWA in WDM networks

There is growing recognition of the need to develop suitable mechanisms for reducing
the adverse eﬀects of malicious attacks such as crosstalk jamming attacks [17]. Such
types jamming attacks can be achieved by the attacker by exploiting the security
vulnerabilities of optical components such as optical switches and fibers [18, 19].
The attacker can inject a high-power signal on legitimate channel to damage or
deteriorate other normal signals. This may lead to service disruption or even service
denial. Crosstalk jamming attacks can be classified into: i) in-band, also called intrachannel crosstalk attacks that happen inside the optical cross-connects (OXCs) [20],
and ii) out-of-band, also called inter-channel crosstalk attacks that may occur in the
optical fibers [21]. A detailed explanations of various types of crosstalk attacks as
well as optical components’ security issues will be presented in chapter 2.
In this research we propose to solve the attack-aware RWA problem under dynamic traﬃc scenario. The significance of our approach is that unlike previous
approaches we jointly solve the routing and wavelength assignment sub-problems
and consider both in-band and out-of-band attacks. Some approaches from the literature considered both types of attacks but mostly proposed with protection. The
main idea is to route the primary and backup lightpaths, of a particular request, in
such away to avoid being within the reach of the same attacker. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first such approach for dynamic traﬃc and the first to jointly
consider in-band and out-of-band attacks, for either static or dynamic case.
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Resilient DCN Design using WDM

Resilient network design to handle large-scale failures or disasters is now a popular
research area [22–26]. In this dissertation, we propose an optimal approach to the
problem of developing a path-protection scheme to handle requests for communication in DCNs. We consider WDM networks with dynamic traﬃc case. In this
study, we assume that a disaster can damage all the components of the network
(e.g., fibers, routers or data centres) located in a specific geographical area, (i.e.,
region-based disasters) [27].
We apply the principle of shared path protection (SPP) where backup lightpaths
are allowed to share resources if the corresponding primary lightpaths are disasterzone disjoint (DZ-disjoint). Lightpaths can be DZ-disjoint if they do not traverse
the same disasters that may aﬀect other lightpaths. Our problem is novel as it
takes into account dynamic requests and the results obtained are interesting. The
proposed approach is successful in saving significant resources while accommodating
user’s demands. Also, with increased number of disasters, the algorithm do not add
significantly to the cost of the solution.

1.2.3

Resilient DCN Design using SDM

This thesis also proposes an optimal algorithm to design DCNs based on SDM
technology that can survive single disasters. We investigate the design of a highspeed optical DCN that guarantees reliable communication, even when a disaster
occurs. To achieve ultra high speed communication, we study SDM elastic optical
networks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of reliable DCN design
using SDM.
Spectrally and spatially flexible optical networks are likely to be ideal candidates
for ultra high speed communication needed for DCNs [28, 29]. In this study, we use
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the networks based on the flex-grid fixed-SDM model [30]. The details and features
to this model compared to other SDM models proposed will be covered in chapter 2
and 5. Since this is a very reaccent research area, we propose an optimal algorithm
to solve the routing, spectrum, and core allocation (RSCA) problem to design a
survivable DCNs to handle disasters. The network considered is SDM-based and
it supports dynamic traﬃc. The approach uses dedicated path protection (DPP)
technique to provision primary lightpaths in a fault-free case. The algoritms can
switch to a backup lightpath in case disasters may aﬀect the primary one. To the
best of our knowledge this is the first approach that considers the RSCA problem
for DCNs and dynamic traﬃc to survive disasters.

1.3

Thesis Objectives and Solutions Outline

This dissertation proposes an eﬃcient strategy for resource allocation in resilient
optical networks. The aim of this strategy is to minimize or avoid the damaging
eﬀects due to attacks and disasters. Also we tried to minimize network resources
as a secondary objective, measured by the number of wavelength links allocated
to requests for communications. All our research work consider dynamic traﬃc
scenario. The thesis introduces new models for optimal network design against
crosstalk jamming attacks and large-scale disasters. The schemes proposed and
main contributions to solve each problem are given below:
• Attack-aware RWA for WDM optical networks: we propose an optimal algorithm to jointly minimize the disruptive eﬀects of in-band and out-of-band
crosstalk jamming attacks under dynamic traﬃc. The problem is formulated
into as an integer linear program (ILP). For larger networks, we also propose a heuristic algorithm to get sup-optimal solutions in reasonable time.
We have done an extensive simulations comparing the performance of these
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two approaches. The proposed approaches are compared with the traditional
security unaware algorithms for RWA and the results demonstrate that our
proposed security-aware approaches are able to limit the vulnerability of lightpaths with very little overhead in terms of resource consumption and blocking
probability.
• Disaster-aware RWA for WDM optical networks: an optimal algorithm, ILP
formulation, is proposed to solve this problem under dynamic traﬃc. The
objective is to provision resources to requests in such a way that a primary
lightpath will be used in the fault free-case. In case of disasters that may aﬀect
the primary lightpath, a backup lightpath will be used. We use the concept
of SPP to allow backup lightpaths to share resources. Also, we propose a
heuristic to solve the problem for practical-sized networks. Our model is novel
as it considers dynamic lightpath allocation for DCN with path protection.
In addition, our results indicate that the proposed approach can handle more
disasters with a slight increase in resource usage.
• Disaster-aware RSCA for SDM optical networks: to solve this problem, we
present an ILP formulation for resource provisioning and handling disasters
in DCNs using SDM technology for dynamic requests and using DPP. The
importance of our work in this area is that it is the first such formulation to
consider solving the RSCA problem for DCN using path protection. We adapt
the flex-grid fixed SFM model to realize the SS-SChs that will be provisioned
to accommodate requests. We evaluate our proposed algorithm by varying a
number of parameters such as the number of DCs in the network, the number
of cores per fiber, and the number of frequency slices per core.
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Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we review the related
work proposed in the literature focusing on three main areas:
• Security-aware RWA for WDM networks.
• Disaster-aware RWA for WDM networks.
• Disaster-aware RSCA for SDM networks.
We present our work on optimal security-aware RWA in Chapter 3. In Chapter
4, our research work on optimal disaster-aware RWA in datacenter optical networks
is presented and discussed. Chapter 5 includes our work on lightpath allocation
in SDM optical networks. We give our concluding remarks of this thesis, with our
suggestions for future works, in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

State-of-Art in Optical
Networks and Literature
Review
2.1

State-of-Art in Optical Networks

Internet traﬃc and the significant demand for network capacity have created an
ever increasing need for high-speed communication networks [16]. Optical networks,
characterized by their huge bandwidth of up to 50 THZ per fiber, low bit error rate
of 10−12 , low loss of 0.2 dB/km, low noise & interference, and low cost have been
established as the enabling technology for backbone networks [2].

2.1.1

All-Optical Networks (AONs)

Recently, the term transparent optical networks (TONs), also called all-optical networks (AONs) [31, 32], is widely used to refer to the capability of transmitting data
from its source to its destination in the optical form without optical-to-electronic
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(OEO) conversions. This feature is called transparency [2–4]. Transparency in optical networks provides high data rates and protocol-format insensitivity, but may
introduce significant vulnerabilities and challenges to the network security [18, 33].
In AONs, corresponding to each request for communication, one (or more) optical
signals, called lightpaths, is (are) established between the source node and the destination node specified in the request.

2.1.2

Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (WDM)

WDM technology enables multiple optical signals, each having a high data rate of
the order of Giga bits per second (Gbps), to be transmitted simultaneously over a
single optical fiber [34]. Figure 2.1 shows an outline of WDM technology in optical
networks.

WDM transmitters

WDM receivers

Combining
optical signals

Separating
optical signals

Transmission on optical fiber

Figure 2.1: WDM technology in optical networks.

In WDM networks, the physical topology consists of physical links and nodes in
the network whereas the logical topology consists of lightpaths between end nodes.
Figure 2.2 a shows the physical topology of a small network topology of four endnodes and four router nodes. Router nodes receive the data from either a source node
or other router nodes and forward them to the destination node or next router node
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in a route [35]. Here, the undirected lines represent fiber links and the directed lines
represent lightpaths established over the physical topology. For example, lightpath
L1 can be set up to send data from end-node A to C. It starts from source node A,
passes through router nodes R1, R2, R3, and finally reaches the destination node
C. The set of lightpaths established creates the logical topology. Figure 2.2b the
logical topology corresponding to the lightpaths shown in Fig. 2.2a. For example,
logical edge A → C represents lightpath L1 .

B
R2
L1

B

L2
L1

L2

L3

A

R1

R3

C

A

L3

C
L4
L5

L5

D

L4

R4

End node
Router node
Optical fiber
Lightpath

D
(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Lightpaths established on the physical topology, (b) the logical
topology corresponding to the physical topology.

2.1.3

Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) problem

The RWA problem involves the establishment of lightpaths by finding a route and
assigning a wavelength (i.e., a channel) to each lightpath [36]. RWA has been proven
as NP-Complete class of decision problems in computer science [11, 37]. Therefore,
several heuristic techniques has been proposed in the literature to solve this problem sub-optimally. In optical networks, lightpaths or connection requests may be
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categorized into static and dynamic [11]. With static RWA, all connection requests
are known in advance, and do not change significantly over relatively long periods of
time. For the case of dynamic RWA, the requests are not known in advance. When
a connection request arrives, a lightpath from the source node to the destination
node specified in the request is set up, if possible. This lightpath is “torn down”
after the communication is over, so that the resources used by the lightpath are
available for future requests for communication. The objective in dynamic RWA is
to set up lightpaths and assign wavelengths in a manner that minimizes the blocking
probability - the ratio of the number of requests for communication that could be
successfully handled to the total number of requests for communication [38, 39].

2.1.4

Space-Division Multiplexing (SDM)

Elastic optical networking (EON) allows each communication to dynamically adjust its resources (e.g., the optical bandwidth and modulation format), depending
on bandwidth requirements and transmission characteristics for the communication [40]. SDM technology in EON networks was a result of recent developments
in multi-core fibers (MCFs), multi-mode fibers (MMFs), or bundles of single-mode
fiber(SMF) [41–43] to better handle the ever-increasing bandwidth demands and
fiber capacity limitations. A number of modulation formats (e.g., BPSK, QPSK,
8-QAM and 16-QAM) have been proposed recently for optical networks [29]. These
modulation formats have diﬀerent spectral eﬃciencies (1, 2, 3 and 4) and diﬀerent optical reaches (9600, 4800, 2400 and 1200 km) for BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM and
16-QAM respectively [29, 44]. Available channel allocation options using the aforementioned technologies are fixed-grid/Single (for WDM networks), flex-grid/single
(for EON), flex-grid fixed-SDM and flex-grid flex-SDM (For SDM networks) [30].
The last scheme oﬀers the best utilization of spectrum resources but suﬀers from
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fragmentation. In addition, needed technology to achieve flex-grid flex-SDM is still
in the research phase [28]. In EON, a high-capacity spectral super-channel (SS-Ch)
consists of a number of contiguous optical carriers (OCs), each using a certain modulation format and carrying a fraction of the aggregated traﬃc [29]. In SDM, the
super-channels can be formed in both frequency and spatial domain, multiplexing
several SSchs over a number of cores or modes in MCFs or MMFs, respectively,
or over SMF bundles [28]. This defines a spatial-spectral super-channel (S2-SCh)
in which the channel allocation flexibility spans over both the spectrum and space
dimensions [28]. In flex-grid fixed-SDM model, a S2-SCh is a set of SSch’s where the
spectrum boundaries for each SSch in a S2-SCh are the same and no two S2-SCh
are allowed to overlap. A diagram showing a S2-SCh is shown in Fig 2.3.

Modes or cores

Spectrally
flexible
networking
with
expansion
in space

SCh1

SCh2

SCh3

SCh4

SCh5

Figure 2.3: S2-SCh allocation scheme using the flex-grid fixed SDM model.
In a SDM network, for each request of communication, the routing, core and
spectrum allocation (RCSA) algorithm tries to find a route and assign a set of contiguous frequency subcarriers [45]. This allows adaptive resource allocation scheme
based on the bandwidth needed by the user. This allocation scheme is more eﬃcient compared to WDM, where the entire optical channel (lightpath) bandwidth is
reserved, without considering the user’s requested bandwidth [15].
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Faults and Protection Schemes in Optical Networks

There have been extensive studies on protection schemes to handle faults in optical
networks [46, 47]. Mostly, the proposed schemes consider single link failures (SLF)
only. Path Protection and link protection are most popular schemes used to handle
faults, since they provide guaranteed fault recovery and fast recovery time [46]. For
path protection, two techniques have been studied widely - Dedicated Path Protection (DPP) and Shared Path Protection (SPP) [10, 48–52]. Under dynamic traﬃc
scenario and using path protection, when a new request for communication from S
to D is received, the objective to make provisions for two lightpaths - a primary
lightpath from S to D and a backup lightpath (also from S to D), using routes that
are fiber-disjoint. If the system is able to handle the request for communication (i.
e., the search is successful), the primary lightpath is set up and used unless there is
an edge failure in the path used by the primary lightpath. Depending on the type of
path protection (e.g., 1+1 dedicated path protection, 1:1 dedicated path protection
or shared path protection), the backup lightpath is set up at the same time as the
primary lightpath or is set up if needed. If the path used by the primary lightpath
is aﬀected by a faulty component, the communication is resumed, using the backup
lightpath [51, 52].
In recent years, the SLF model was extended to the concept of shared risk link
group (SRLG). In the SRLG model, all the fiber links located in a geographic area
may be assigned the same SRLG, considering the risk of disasters such as earthquakes [53]. Path protection was originally proposed to deal with conduit cuts, but
it can be extended to include general risks. For example, if the system is able to
handle the request for communication (i.e., the search is successful, the primary
lightpath is set up and used unless there is an edge failure in the path used by the
primary lightpath [51, 52].
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Data Center Network (DCN) and Replicated data

In recent years, telecommunication networks are rapidly evolving to support content delivery and sharing through Cloud services [54]. An increasing number of
network users and applications rely on the services delivered by data centers (DCs).
A network of data centers that provides services to customers is called a data center network (DCN) [55, 56]. A data center (DC) can be visualized as a server
used for storage, computing resources, as well as distribution of large amounts of
data. Typically, in such DCN systems, data is replicated among diﬀerent data centers/locations. This is to ensure that the system remains operational even when
some components fail [57].

Content replication also improves metrics, such as

throughput, and latency [58, 59]. Figure 2.4 shows an example of a data center
network.

Customer
Network

Customer
Network

Customer
Network

Customer
Network
Customer
Network
Customer
Network

Figure 2.4: Network of datacenters.
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Large-scale Failures in Optical networks

Recently, the concept of large-scale failure, also called disaster, in DCN has got a
lot of attention by researchers. A disaster can be defined as a set of nodes and
edges that may go down simultaneously [27, 60–62]. It is possible that large-scale
disasters may damage both the primary and backup resources and/or aﬀect the data
center nodes. Some researchers have studied the failure of multiple components of
the network but it is assumed that the source of communication S is not aﬀected
by a failure [50, 63].

2.2

Literature Review

This chapter reviews three important aspects relevant to the research reported in
this thesis including:
• Attack-aware resource allocation schemes in WDM optical networks,
• Resilient resource allocation schemes in WDM optical networks, and
• Resource allocation schemes in SDM optical networks.

2.2.1

Attack-aware resource allocation schemes in WDM optical
networks

2.2.1.1

Types of physical-layer attacks

Deliberate physical-layer malicious attacks can occur sporadically and can propagate
in the network making attack monitoring and localization a major challenge [64].
Due to the high bandwidth carrying capacity of optical fibers, even a small malicious
attack in the network can cause large amounts of data to be lost or corrupted.
Therefore it becomes extremely important to make optical communication secure
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against vulnerabilities in the optical network components (such as the optical fiber,
optical amplifiers and optical switching fabrics) [19, 21], which can be exploited to
make diﬀerent types of attacks. The important vulnerabilities are as follows:
• Intra-channel (or in-band ) crosstalk: is a phenomenon in which two optical
signals, using the same channel (or carrier wavelength)1 , interfere with each
other inside an optical switching node [20, 65], and
• Inter-channel (or out-of-band ) occurs due to the interference among optical
signals, using diﬀerent carrier wavelengths, propagating along the same optical
fibers [18, 66].
Various types of physical layer attacks may occur in transparent Optical network
(TON) [18, 66]. These attacks can be broadly classified as follows:

1. Service disruption attacks: These attacks typically deteriorate the signal
quality of legitimate communication channels, degrading the Quality of Service
(QoS), or causing service denial.
2. Tapping attacks: These attacks compromise user privacy by achieving unauthorized access to user data, which can then be used for eavesdropping or other
malicious purposes [17].
Based on the goal of the attacker, security attacks in TONs, can also be categorized as direct attacks and indirect attacks [67–69]
The cost-eﬀective way of ensuring security is to incorporate attack awareness
into the network planning phase [20]. In other words, the idea is to establish the
lightpaths in such a way that, in the event of a malicious attack, the number of
1

In the remainder of this thesis, we use the terms channel and carrier wavelength interchangeably.
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lightpaths aﬀected by the attack is as small as possible. Recent research in attackaware RWA problem can be broadly classified into two groups:
• Addressing out-of-band attacks: Out-of-band attacks [21, 64] occur when a
signal on a legitimate communication channel (lightpath) is adversely aﬀected
by another lightpath on a diﬀerent channel, propagating along the same fiber.
The link-share attack group of a lightpath [70] p (LAGp ) can be defined as
the set of lightpaths, with which p shares at least one common link (or fiber).
Based on this, the Lightpath Attack Radius (LAR) [21, 71], of lightpath p is
calculated as: LARp = |LAGp | + 1. In other words, LARp is the number of
lightpaths (including p itself), with which lightpath p shares at least one link.
The most common objective is to limit the damage caused by a malicious
signal, by reducing the maximum Lightpath Attack Radius (maxLAR) [21], of
a set of lightpaths P, and is defined as:

maxLAR = max{LARp | p ∈ P }
Typical approaches attempt to find a route that minimizes maxLAR, and do
not consider the wavelength assignment of lightpaths.
• Addressing in-band attacks: In-band attacks can occur due to crosstalk, when
two lightpaths using the same channel (wavelength) interfere with each other
inside the optical switching node. The in-band attack group of a lightpath p
(IAGp ) can be defined as the set of lightpaths which use the same wavelength
and share a common node with lightpath p. Based on this, the In-Band Attack
Radius (IAR) of p is calculated as: IARp = |IAGp | + 1. This is also referred
to as the Primary Attack Radius. Existing approaches for addressing in-band
attacks attempt to reduce the maximum In-band Attack Radius maxIAR for
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a given set of lightpaths P. These approaches typically assume the routing is
specified (e.g. fixed shortest path) and focus on the wavelength assignment
sub-problem.

maxIAR = max{IARp | p ∈ P }
The attack radius (AR) of a lightpath is the sum of its two attack radii, i.e.,
the maximum number of lightpaths that can be aﬀected by a high-power jamming
signal injected into that lightpath (including itself) [21, 70, 72].

ARp = LARp + IARp
Also, the AR of a wavelength (λ) is defined as the maximum AR over all lightpaths routed on that wavelength [72].

ARλ = max{ARp | λ assigned to p}
Therefore, the maximum attack radius (maxAR) over all lightpaths is AR of the
RWA scheme [21, 70, 72].

maxAR = max{ARp | p ∈ P }
2.2.1.2

Component Vulnerabilities in AONs

Physical-layer security attacks in TONs can be categorized with respect to the components whose vulnerabilities can be exploited. The components are vulnerable
due to characteristics, such as nonlinear eﬀects in fibers [73], gain competition in
optical amplifiers [68], and crosstalk in switches [74–76]. A discussion on diﬀerent types of physical-layer attacks in TONs and some related issues can be found
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in [18, 19, 33, 69, 77, 78]. An overview of possible attacks on diﬀerent network components is given below.
Optical Cross-Connects (OXCs): OXCs are vulnerable to signal leaking and
suﬀer from significant levels of crosstalk [17]. This makes it possible for lightpaths
traversing a common switch and using the same carrier wavelength to leak and
interfere with each other inside the optical switch, causing in-band crosstalk. A
malicious user can create a powerful jamming attack by injecting a signal with a
very high power, e.g., 20 dB above normal, whose associated leakage (i.e., crosstalk)
may, in turn, lead to severe interference on other lightpaths that share a common
switching node on the same carrier wavelength [20, 79].
Optical Fibers: Under normal operating conditions, transmission eﬀects in fibers
are fairly linear. High-power signals propagating long distances can introduce nonlinearities in fibers, causing out-of-band crosstalk or inter-channel crosstalk between
signals on diﬀerent carrier wavelengths [21]. In this case, a high-power jamming
signal injected on a link can interact with other channels via nonlinear eﬀects and
cause damage to other normal/attacked signals.
Optical Amplifiers: Another situation called gain competition may occur in optical amplifiers and may also be used to create out-of-band crosstalk attacks [67].
EDFAs have limited gain which is proportionally divided among all incoming signals
based on their power levels [18]. Thus, stronger incoming signals are assigned more
gain, while weaker signals receive less amplification.
An analysis and case study of gain competition in EDFAs has been conducted
in [67]. The authors have investigated the eﬀects of gain competition with a case
study in the laboratory, and have analyzed the associated risks on network operation.
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Attack-Aware RWA Techniques in AONs

A wide range of techniques for handling component failures in TONs are already
available in the literature. A number of recent papers have proposed static lightpath allocation approaches that take such security issues into consideration. However, most of these approaches consider the routing problem separately from the
wavelength assignment problem. Recently, the idea of attack awareness or preventive physical-layer attack-aware RWA was proposed in [21]. The main idea was to
consider the potential consequences of physical-layer attacks in the planning phase,
while solving the RWA problem. The aim was to arrange the set of lightpaths in
a way that minimizes the possible damage in case an attack occurs. The authors
proposed an integer linear program (ILP) formulation for the routing part of RWA
to minimize the maxLAR. For medium and large sized optical networks, a heuristic
based on the tabu search, to minimize the maxLAR was proposed in [80]. Several
approaches have been proposed in the literature that focus on static lightpath allocation schemes, with the objective of reducing the negative eﬀects of physical-layer
attacks in optical networks. Most of these approaches are capable of handling either
in-band [20, 79, 81] or out-of-band crosstalk attacks [21, 80, 82, 83]. In recent years,
a few approaches have considered both in-band and out-of-band crosstalk attacks
simultaneously under static traﬃc scenrio [70, 72]. In [72] the authors have proposed a heuristic algorithm to minimize the maximum attack radius (maxAR). The
attack-aware RWA problem was divided, due to its complexity, into routing (R) and
wavelength assignment (WA) subproblems and was compared against Shortest-Path
(SP) routing combined with the classical First Fit wavelength assignment. In [70],
the authors have addressed the attack-survivability problem based on DPP approach
in the presence of high-power jamming attacks. To solve the problem, a heuristic
algorithm was proposed to calculate the Attack Group (AG) of each lightpath and
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ensure that the primary and backup paths can not be attacked simultaneously by
the same attacker.
An approach that considers minimizing inter-channel attacks in TONs under
dynamic traﬃc was proposed in [82]. The authors here defined “lightpath overlapping” as a situation where two or more lightpaths use the same switching node or
fiber link. They have proposed an algorithm to solve the routing sub-problem for
two separate objectives, objective 1 is for minimizing intra-channel crosstalk attacks
and objective 2 is for minimizing inter-channel crosstalk attacks. The paper did not
consider the wavelength assignment sub-problem, as it assumed there are plenty of
free wavelengths for a new lightpath. Solving the wavelength assignment problem
and also developing a heuristic solution was presented in their extended work [83].
Attack-aware wavelength assignment approaches, which deal with “infinitely
propagating” in-band crosstalk attacks to assess upper bounds were proposed in [79].
This extended the authors’ work in [76], where they introduced the concept of PCAR (Propagating Crosstalk Attack Radius). P-CAR was defined as the maximal
number of lightpaths that can be aﬀected by a jamming signal propagating on any
given lightpath with respect to in-band crosstalk. The authors presented a new
approach to control the propagation of such attacks, through a careful wavelength
assignment strategy, which minimizes the potential damage caused by such attacks
in the planning process. The infinite attack propagation scenario is not a realistic
case under real network conditions. Therefore, the authors in [20], have proposed
a wavelength assignment scheme to reduce crosstalk attacks that can spread only
via primary and/or secondary attackers. The relative importance of this approach
is that, in real networks, the crosstalk attacks can spread maximally in one or two
steps. The “secondary attacker” is defined as a signal that has been attacked by the
primary attacking signal, and acquired some attacking capabilities, while passing
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through the same switches and using the same wavelength. The signals attacked by
the second attacker cannot propagate the attack further in the network. The paper
considered the wavelength assignment sub-problem and formulated it as an ILP,
with the objectives of minimizing the primary attack radius (PAR) and secondary
attack radius (SAR) values. To find suboptimal solutions for bigger networks in reasonable time, the paper also proposed a heuristic algorithm called GRASP (Greedy
Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure).
The propagation eﬀect of high-powered jamming attack in TONs was studied
in [75]. The authors proposed an attack model called “JAP-model”, considering the
propagation eﬀect of intra-channel crosstalk attacks which may cause inter-channel
crosstalk attack or gain competition. They applied this model to an attack-aware
routing and wavelength assignment heuristic (JAP-SP-FF), which showed decrease
in blocking probabilities comparing with Shortest-Path First-Fit (SP-FF) algorithm
by avoiding damaged links and wavelengths.
The concept of considering attacks in survivable RWA problem for AONs was
introduced in [70], under the assumption that an attack can only be injected at
the source node of each connection. This paper proposed an attack-aware DPP
algorithm which tries to minimize the IAR values as well as the number of used
wavelengths. The attack-survivable approaches that consider both LAR and IAR
based on dedicated and shared path protection was proposed in [70, 84].

2.2.2

Disaster-aware RWA in DC Optical Networks

A data center network (DCN), also called a cloud, is a high speed network of data
centers (DCs) that must provide reliable data base access and computing services
to customers [85, 86]. Disasters or large-scale failures (e.g., an earthquake or a fire)
can damage major components of a network. It is critical that the underlying DCN
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is resilient and can continue to provide services in case of disasters. Large-scale
disasters may damage both the primary and the backup resources and/or aﬀect the
data center nodes. In traditional path protection, data is not replicated so that each
request for data communication is from a specified site. This protection scheme is
not applicable to DCN as discussed below.
Cloud computing depends critically on large data centers connected by a highspeed optical network. In cloud network, users’ requests for contents can be served
by any DC that hosts the required content, as these contents and/or services are
replicated (copied) over multiple data centers. This allows robust system design as
the network will continue to provide services in case of node or fiber failure or even
in case of disasters [60, 87].
When a large-scale disaster, such as an earthquake, a hurricane, or a malicious
attack occurs, multiple nodes and links in the network may fail simultaneously. This
leaves large parts of the network unusable and may lead to huge amounts of data
being lost or compromised [61, 62]. Therefore, it is crucial to develop algorithms to
design resilient networks that protect the services oﬀered by a cloud against such
disasters.
The problem of resource provisioning for resilient DCNs supporting static lightpath demands, where traﬃc loads remain relatively stable are known at design time,
was considered first in [60]. The authors jointly solve the problems of content placement, routing, and path/content protection in the case of disasters. The paper was
the first to define a disaster zone (DZ) or shared risk group (SRG) as the set of nodes
and links that may go down simultaneously because of a disaster. The problem was
formulated as an ILP under anycast principle to find the number of replicas per
content and primary and backup paths that are SRG-disjoint with the objective of
minimizing the primary and shared backup resources (i.e., wavelengths). Following
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the anycast principle, the DCs were not fixed in the ILP, they were variable instead.
As this ILP is intractable for large problems, a two-step ILP was proposed [60] to
separately solve i) content placement with content protection and ii) routing with
path protection. The proposed disaster-resilient approaches were compared with
the classic dedicated and shared SLF protection.
Algorithms to design resilient networks that protect the services oﬀered by a
cloud against disasters is a current research topic [25,60,87]. Some researchers have
studied the failure of multiple components of the network but it is assumed that the
source of communication S is not aﬀected by a failure. A disaster-aware provisioning
scheme was proposed in [88]. The problem of designing WDM networks for data
centers to handle disasters was studied in [22, 25, 60, 87, 89].
Most of the papers proposed in the literature consider the static lightpath allocation case of the disaster-aware problem. Several studies focused on analysing
network vulnerabilities to large-scale or regional correlated failures caused by disasters [27, 90–94]. The paper [25] studied the nature of large-scale failures (i.e.,
disasters) and illustrated the procedures required to determine the risky zones in
the network. The authors presented the characteristics and classification of disasters
in telecom networks. The article also defines a risk as the loss or penalty paid by
network operators to customers.
In [95] the authors proposed a degraded-service tolerance scheme aims at reducing the protection cost. The research [22] classifies the disaster models proposed in
the literature into: i) deterministic models, ii) probabilistic models, and iii) multilayer networks. The paper provides a survey on the related works that consider
these models and the protection schemes proposed for optical backbone networks
to ensure survivability in the occurrence of disasters. In [88], which is an extension
of the work in [96], the authors considered the problem of resource allocation be-
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fore disasters and re-allocation after a disaster. The study presented a risk model
to analyze regional failure loss, where multiple network components in a region
fail simultaneously and many network connections jeopardize. The paper proposed
a proactive (i.e., before disaster) disaster-aware provisioning scheme, with the objective of minimizing the loss/penalty in the case of a disaster. The authors also
investigated a reactive (i.e., after disasters) scheme for reprovisioning the connections aﬀected by correlated-cascading failures. The proposed model was formulated
as an ILP. A heuristic algorithm was also proposed for larger networks.
In [89] the authors proposed a disaster-aware service provisioning scheme that
multiplexes service over multiple servers/datacenters with manycasting, which was
called multipath to multiple destinations (MMD). The proposed scheme was formulated as an ILP and a heuristic approach was used for large networks. It has
been shown that selecting destinations through manycasting principle provides a
high level of protection against node and link failures due to disasters. Also the
proposed approach maintains some bandwidth (i.e., degraded service) in the case of
a disaster, instead of no service at all.
Datacenter placement is another important problem in supporting cloud services
in optical networks. Several approaches to address the datecenter network (DCN)
placement problem were proposed [87, 97]. In [87] the authors proposed a static
disaster-aware DCN placement to avoid placing the DC in risky (i.e., disaster) zones.
Data replication is essential, since a disaster may very well aﬀect the data centre
used as the source of the primary lightpath. So, copies of each file must be stored in
multiple data centers, in order to guarantee that the requested contents/files can be
delivered to users, even in the event of a disaster aﬀecting a DC. In [97] the authors
studied the DCN placement problem, adapting anycast principle which has been
demonstrated to enhance the service availability by eﬃcient content replication in
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cloud networks. Also the paper addressed the protection of cloud services against
any single link failure and any particular DC failure which are assumed not to occur
simultaneously. An ILP formulation was presented to obtain an optimal solution
for the joint DCN placement and protection, and, for large networks, a heuristic
algorithm was proposed to solve the above problems separately.

2.2.3

Resource Allocation Techniques in SDM Networks

Most of the approaches proposed in the literature for solving RSCA problem in
SDM networks consider static traﬃc demands. In [30], the authors propose diﬀerent
optimization models for the diﬀerent ways of realizing traﬃc transmission in SDM
networks. Also the paper presents an analysis of the flexibility options of these
models in terms of spectral-spatial resources oﬀered. In [29], the authors proposed
an optimal algorithm to solve the RSCA problem in SDM networks. The problem
was formulated as an ILP with the objective of minimizing maximum number of
spectrum slices required on any core of MCF of a flexgrid SDM network. Due to
the ILP complexity, the authors also developed a heuristic that sorts the traﬃc
demands based on their spectrum requirements and the path length. The paper
compares the heuristic’s performance with the optimal algorithm. There are several
papers in the literature that considers limiting the eﬀect of crosstalk in SDM-based
optical networks. The study [98] considers solving the RSA problem to reduce
crosstalk eﬀects in elastic optical networks. To minimize or avoid crosstalk, the
algorithm tries to provision super channels to requests in such a way that avoids
using the same frequency band in adjacent cores. The paper [99] handles two types
of requests (i) immediate-reservation (IR) requests which need to be provisioned
immediately, and (ii) advance-reservation (AR) requests which can be provisioned
in advance. The proposed algorithm addresses the spectrum-fragmentation caused
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by ARs which tend to reserve future resource, which causes a lack of spectral-spatial
resources to accommodate IRs. Recently, optical networks using SDM technology
has been proposed as a solution to the speed bottleneck anticipated in data center
networks [13].
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Chapter 3

Attack-Aware Dynamic RWA in
WDM Optical Networks
3.1

Introduction

In recent years, there is growing recognition of the need to develop suitable mechanisms for reducing the adverse eﬀects of malicious attacks such as high power
jamming and tapping attacks. A number of recent static lightpath allocation approaches have been proposed that take such security issues into consideration. Most
of these approaches consider the routing problem separately from the wavelength
assignment problem. In this chapter we propose a new security-aware ILP formulation, as well as an eﬃcient heuristic for the complete security-aware dynamic
routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem. Our motivation in this study
is to address the dynamic RWA problem considering jamming attacks that exploit
both in-band and out-of-band crosstalk in optical switches and fibers, respectively.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such work to jointly consider in-band
and out-of-band attacks, for either static or dynamic case.
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Integer Linear Programming (ILP) Formulations

We formulate our security-aware dynamic RWA problem as an ILP formulation. We
assume that all existing lightpaths that share a link with the proposed new lightpath
contribute equally to its LAR value, regardless of the channel separation and/or
number of shared links. Similarly, all existing lightpaths that share a common
channel and node with the proposed new lightpath contribute equally to its IAR
value, regardless of the number of shared nodes. We present two formulations, SAILP in Sec. 3.2.1 with the objective of minimizing the total LAR+IAR value for the
new lightpath request. In addition, the objective function tries to minimize the path
length of the newly established lightpath, as a secondary objective. In Sec. 3.2.2
we present a modified ILP formulation (SA-ILP2) with the objective of minimizing
the maximum attack radius (i.e. max(LAR+IAR)) value over the entire network.

3.2.1

ILP Formulation for Security-Aware RWA (SA-ILP)

The objective function:

minimizeα · LAR + β · IAR + γ

∑

xe

(3.1)

Subject to:
1. Flow constraint:

∑
e:i→j∈E

xe −

∑
e:j→i∈E





1, if i = s,




xe

−1, if i = d, ∀i ∈ N






0, otherwise.
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Notation
N
Set
Set
E
W
Set
P
Set
Parameters
ae,p
bk,p
cj,p
α
β
γ
LARp
IARp
Lmax
s &d
Variables

of
of
of
of

nodes in the network.
edges in the network.
available channels (wavelengths) per fiber.
existing lightpaths.

where ae,p = 1, if existing lightpath p uses edge e; 0 otherwise.
where bk,p = 1, if existing lightpath p uses channel k ; 0 otherwise.
where cj,p = 1, if existing lightpath p uses node j ; 0 otherwise.
the weight attached to LAR component in the objective function.
the weight attached to IAR component in the objective function.
the weight attached to minimizing the path length in the objective function.
the LAR value for pth existing lightpath.
the IAR value for pth existing lightpath.
maximum length of any established lightpath.
source and destination of the new lightpath.

Binary Variables
where xe = 1, if the new lightpath uses edge e; 0 otherwise.
xe
where yj = 1, if the new lightpath uses node j ; 0 otherwise.
yj
where wk = 1, if the new lightpath uses channel k ; 0 otherwise.
wk
where Tp = 1, if the new lightpath shares common edge with lightpath
Tp
p; 0 otherwise.
where Sp = 1, if the new lightpath shares common node with lightpath
Sp
p; 0 otherwise.
where Qp = 1, if the new lightpath shares common node and channel
Qp
with lightpath p, 0 otherwise.
Continuous Variables
δk,e
where δk,e = 1, if the new lightpath uses channel k on edge e; 0 otherwise.
lightpath Attack Radius of the new lightpath.
LAR
IAR
in-band Attack Radius of the new lightpath.
the new LAR value for pth lightpath after the new lightpath is estabLARpnew
lished.
new
IARp
the new IAR value for pth lightpath after the new lightpath is established.
maxAR the maximum attack radius over the entire network.
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∑

xe ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ N
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(3.3)

e:i→j∈E

3. Wavelength Continuity Constraint:
∑

wk = 1

(3.4)

k

4. Setting the value of δk,e :
xe + wk − δk,e ≤ 1

∀k ∈ W, e ∈ E

(3.5)

xe ≥ δk,e

∀k ∈ W, e ∈ E

(3.6)

wk ≥ δk,e

∀k ∈ W, e ∈ E

(3.7)

5. Wavelength Clash Constraint:

δk,e +

∑

ae,p · bk,p ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ W, e ∈ E

(3.8)

p

6. Link Sharing constraints:
Tp ≤

∑

xe

∀p ∈ P, e ∋ ae,p = 1

(3.9)

e:ae,p =1

Tp ≥ xe · ae,p

∀p ∈ P, e ∋ ae,p = 1

(3.10)
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∑

Tp + 1
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(3.11)

p

7. Node Sharing constraints:
∑

yi ≤

xe

∀i ∈ N, i ̸= d

(3.12)

e:i→j∈E

yd = 1

Sp ≥ yi · ci,p

Sp ≤

(3.13)

∀p ∈ P, i ∋ ci,p = 1

∑

yj

∀p ∈ P

(3.14)

(3.15)

j:cj,p =1

8. Node-Channel Sharing Constraints:

Sp +

∑

bk,p .wk − Qp ≤ 1

∀p ∈ P

(3.16)

k

Sp ≥ Qp

∑

∀p ∈ P

bk,p .wk ≥ Qp

∀p ∈ P

(3.17)

(3.18)

k

IAR =

∑

Qp

(3.19)

p
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9. Maximum Lightpath Length:
∑

xe ≤ Lmax

(3.20)

e∈E

The relative importance of in-band and out-of-band attacks can be adjusted
by setting appropriate values for α and β in the objective function (1). In our
simulations for SA-ILP (in Sec. 3.5), we have set α = β = 1, γ = 0.001. For ILPWL, the traditional ILP for dynamic RWA that minimizes the number of wavelength
links, we have set α = β = 0, γ = 1. Constraint (3.2) finds, for each lightpath,
a route over the physical topology, (also called flow conservation equation) [11].
Constraint (3.3) ensures that there is at most one outgoing edge from any given
node that is traversed by the new lightpath. This prevents loops in the physical
route of the new lightpath. However, it does prevent separate loops (disconnected
from the main route) from being created. The third term in the objective function
minimizes the path length and additionally ensures that such extra loops are never
created. Constraint (3.4) ensures that the same wavelength must be assigned along
the entire route (links) traversed by the new lightpath. Constraints (3.5) - (3.7)
ensures that δk,e is set to 1 if the new lightpath is routed over edge e and assigned
channel k. i.e. if and only if both wk = 1 and xe = 1. Constraint (3.8) ensures that
if the new lightpath is assigned channel k on link e (i.e. δk,e = 1), then no existing
lightpath can be using channel k on link e. Constraints (3.9) - (3.10) ensure that
Tp will be set to 1 if the new lightpath shares at least one common edge e with an
existing lightpath p; otherwise Tp is set to 0. Constraint (3.11) represents the LAR
of the new lightpath. Constraint (3.12) - (3.13) determines the set of nodes that will
be traversed by the new established lightpath. If the new lightpath traverses node
i, then yi will be set to 1; otherwise yi is set to 0. Constraints (3.14) - (3.15) ensures
that Sp will be 1, if the new lightpath is sharing a common node i with any of the
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existing lightpath p. Constraints (3.16) - (3.18) will set Qp to 1, if the new lightpath
is sharing a common node and is assigned the same channel as the existing lightpath
p. Constraint (3.19) represents the IAR of the new lightpath. The new established
lightpath has not been considered in this constraint in order not to count it twice
when calculating the LAR+IAR values. Constraint (3.20) ensures that the length
of any newly established lightpath should not exceed the value of Lmax .

3.2.2

Modified ILP formulation (SA-ILP2)

We extend the formulation from Sec. 3.2.1 to consider the traditional attack-aware
approach with the objective of minimizing the maximum attack radius (maxAR).
This formulation, denoted as SA-ILP2, is an extension of SA-ILP and is given below.
The objective function:

minimizemaxAR

(3.21)

Subject to:
constraints 3.2 to 3.20 from SA-ILP with the following added constraints:

LARpnew = LARp + Tp

∀p ∈ P

(3.22)

IARpnew = IARp + Qp

∀p ∈ P

(3.23)

α · LARpnew + β · IARpnew ≤ maxAR

∀p ∈ P

α · LAR + β · IAR ≤ maxAR
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Constraint (3.22) updates the new LAR value of the pth existing lightpath if it
shares any common edge with the new established lightpath. Similarly, constraint
(3.23) considers the node and channel sharing possibility between the pth existing
lightpath and the new established lightpath and updates IARpnew value accordingly.
Constraints (3.24) ((3.25)) ensures that the LAR+IAR value of the pth existing
(new) lightpath must not exceed the value of maxAR.

3.3

An Illustrative Example of the Attack-Aware RWA
Problem

To date, the work on security-aware RWA has focused on static lightpath allocation
considering out-of-band and/or in-band attacks, with the objective of minimizing
the maxLAR and maxIAR values respectively. For the dynamic lightpath allocation problem considered in this chapter, these may not be the most appropriate
objectives.
To illustrate the relative eﬀects of both out-of-band and in-band attacks on
diﬀerent objective values, we consider a simple example of a network with 6-nodes,
9 bidirectional links, and 2 channels per fiber. A set of 6 lightpaths (L1 - L6) are
already established in the network with their assigned routes and wavelengths. Fig.
3.1a shows that lightpath L6 is routed over the links 0→2→3→5→4 and is assigned
wavelength λ1. We assume that an attack is injected at the beginning of a lightpath
and aﬀects i) the LAR values of any other lightpath that shares a link with the
attacking lightpath, regardless of how far the link is from the point of injection and
ii) the IAR values of all lightpaths using the same channel and passing through a
common node; it does not matter how far the node is from the point of injection.
Note that our model assumes using the classical amplifiers (i.e. EFDAs) [21,66] not
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Figure 3.1: Two diﬀerent RWA schemes for lightpath L6 on 6-nodes network topology.
the automatic gain control (AGC) amplifiers. The reason is with the AGC amplifier
the gain of incoming signals is clamped, which prevents the attack from propagating
further after the point of amplification. Let a jamming attack be injected at the
beginning of lightpath L6. We count the LAR and IAR values of L6 as follows:
The LAR value for lightpath L6 is 4 as it shares common links with lightpaths
L2, L3, and L5 and L6 itself. The IAR value for L6 is 3 corresponding to lightpaths
L1 and L4 which share channels and common switches with lightpath L6 and L6
itself.
Fig. 3.1b shows a diﬀerent routing scheme, where lightpath L6 was routed over
the links 0→2→4. Here a jamming signal injected on L6 could disrupt only lightpath
L2 via out-of-band crosstalk and lightpaths L1 and L4 via in-band crosstalk. Thus
the LARL6 = 2 (due to L2 and L6) and IARL6 = 3 (due to L1, L4, and L6). If
L2 was assigned λ1 in Fig. 3.1b and L6 was assigned λ2 we would have the value
of IAR reduced to 2 (e.g., IARL6 = 2) as L6 will share a common switch and a
channel with only L3 and including L6 itself. From this we conclude that the routing
and wavelength assignment scheme may significantly influence the potential damage
caused by some physical-layer attacks and hence carefully routing and assigning
wavelengths to lightpaths may reduce such damage to a minimum.
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Figure 3.2: The three options of RWA for lightpath L7.
Table 3.1: LAR and IAR values for diﬀerent lightpaths and maxLAR and maxIAR
values of Fig. 3.1b.
L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

max

LAR

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

IAR

2

2

3

2

2

3

3

The attack radius values associated with each lightpath from Fig. 3.1b, as well
as the overall maxLAR and maxIAR values for the network is shown in Table 3.1.
We note that the maxLAR value is 2, due to L2, and L6, which share a common
link with each other. Similarly, the maxIAR value is 3, corresponding to L3 (L6),
routed on wavelength λ2 (λ1), which shares channels and common switches with
lightpaths L2 and L5 (L1 and L4) respectively, including L3 and L6 themselves.
Now, we consider a diﬀerent scenario where we assign the path of L4 to (5→3→2)
instead of (5→2) as shown in Fig. 3.2. Let there be a request for a new lightpath
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Table 3.2: Diﬀerent objective values for new lightpath setup in Fig. 3.2.
Route

r1: 2→4

r2: 2→5→4

Option

1

2

3

4

Channel

λ1

λ2

λ1

λ2

LARL7

x

2

1

1

IARL7

x

3

3

4

maxLAR

x

2

2

2

maxIAR

x

3

3

4

(L7) from node 2 to node 4. L4 was rerouted over the links 5→3→2 to illustrate
the three RWA options of L7. We consider two potential routes r1: 2→4 and r2:
2→5→4, with the possibility of assigning channel λ1 or λ2 on each route.This leads
to four options for RWA of the new lightpath (L7), shown in Table 3.2.
• option1: assign channel λ1 on route r1 (infeasible)
• option2: assign channel λ2 on route r1
• option3: assign channel λ1 on route r2
• option4: assign channel λ2 on route r2
Assigning channel λ1 to L7 on route r1 (i.e. option 1) would violate the wavelength clash constraint, and is not feasible. The remaining options, ie. option2,
option3 and option4 are associated with Figs. 3.2a, 3.2b, and 3.2c respectively. For
these three options, the LAR and IAR values for the new lightpath as well as the
overall maximum values for the network are shown in Table 3.2.
The goal of our attack-aware dynamic RWA scheme is to select a route and a
wavelength for each lightpath request that minimizes the risk of attacks. If our
objective is to simply minimize the maxLAR as in [21], then all three options (2,
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3 and 4) are equally attractive and there is nothing to diﬀerentiate between them.
Similarly, if the objective is to minimize the maxIAR as in [79], then we could
choose option 2 or 4. On the other hand, trying to reduce the LAR (IAR) value
of the new lightpath individually would result in selecting option 3 or 4 (option 2).
The LAR and maxLAR values depend on the selected route, while the IAR and
maxIAR values depend on the selected wavelength. As shown in Table 3.2 only the
value of maxIAR will change with option 4, other max values will not be aﬀected.
Our goal is to jointly minimize the risk of both in-band and out-of-band attacks for
a new incoming lightpath. Therefore, we need to perform routing and wavelength
assignment together and use an objective function that takes into account both types
of attacks. Considering only one type of attack (i.e. either in-band or out-of-band
attack) can be treated as a special case of our proposed approach.

3.4

Security-Aware Dynamic RWA Heuristic Algorithm
(SA-DRWA)

In this section we present our heuristic (SA-DRWA), for solving the security-aware
dynamic RWA problem. SA-DRWA tries to assign a physical route and a wavelength
resulting in the minimum value of (LAR+IAR), for each new lightpath. SA-DRWA
first takes, as input, a physical network topology G = (N, E) of N nodes and E
bidirectional links. The heuristic consists of two phases, an initialization phase
(Phase I), which is called only once and a second phase (Phase II), which must be
called for each new lightpath request. The two phases are outlined below.
• Phase I: This phase takes as input the network topology G = (N, E) and a
parameter K. The output of this phase is Rsd , a set of up to K possible routes
over the physical topology, for each source-destination pair sd.
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• Phase II: This phase takes as input the RWA for a set of existing lighpaths P ,
the pre-computed routes Rsd for each node pair, the set of available channels W
per fiber and the source and destination node of the new connection request.
The output of this phase is a suitable RWA for the new lightpath and an
updated network state.
Phase I is straightforward and uses existing K-shortest path algorithms [100,101]
to pre-compute the potential routes for each node pair. The remaining discussion
will focus on Phase II.
SA-DRWA processes one lightpath request at a time. When a new lightpath
request, from a source s to a destination d arrives, SA-DRWA first calculates the
following two parameters:
• Se = the set of available wavelengths on link e. This is calculated based on the
RWA information of existing lightpaths.
• Λr = the set of available wavelengths on all edges of a particular route r ∈ Rsd .
All the pre-computed routes from s to d are examined to calculate the available
wavelengths on each of those routes. If there are no available channels on any of
the routes, the new request is blocked and added to the list of blocked connection
requests B. Otherwise, SA-DRWA searches for a suitable route and a wavelength.
First, the current “best”value for attack radius ARbest is initialized to highest possible value |P | + 1 (i.e. the new lightpath is in the attack group of all existing
lightpaths). Next the initial value for the path length rlen is set to |N | + 1. This
means that any valid loop-free path will have a lower length. Then SA-DRWA
examines each possible route r and channel assignment λ and calculates the corresponding attack radius ARr,λ . If this is less than the current value ARbest , then
(r, λ) is selected as the current best allocation and the values of ARbest and rlen
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Pseudocode for SA-DRWA Heuristic Algorithm.
Phase I
Input
G(N, E), K //G(N, E): is physical topology N nodes and E edges. K: number
of paths needed for each sd pair.
Find the set Rsd of K shortest paths between each (s,d) pairs over the physical
topology.
Phase II
Input
RWA for set of existing lightpaths P , New lightpath request lp from s to d, W ,
Rsd //W : set of wavelengths per fiber. Rsd : set of pre-computed routes from s
to d
Begin
for each e ∈ E do
Calculate Se ;
end for
for each route r ∈ R
∩sd do
Calculate Λr = e∈r Se ;
end for
if Λr = ∅, ∀r ∈ Rsd then
Block new request;
B = B + lp //add lp to set of blocked lightpaths;
Return;
end if
ARbest = |P | + 1, rlen = |N | + 1, selected = (−1, −1);
for each route r ∈ Rsd do
Calculate LARr for route r ;
for each λ ∈ Λr do
Calculate IARr,λ for channel λ on route r ;
Calculate ARr,λ = LARr + IARr,λ
if (ARr,λ < ARbest ) OR
(ARr,λ == ARbest AN Dlen(r) < rlen ) then
ARbest = ARr,λ
rlen = len(r)
selected = (r, λ)
end if
end for
end for
P = P + lp //add lp to set of existing lightpaths;
Update LAR and IAR values of all lightpaths;
Update avgLAR, avgIAR, maxLAR, maxIAR;
Return;
End
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are updated accordingly. If current route/channel assignment has the same value as
ARbest , the algorithm chooses the route with the shorter path length. If the path
lengths are also equal, SA-DRWA keeps the first choice. Once all possible routes
and channels have been examined, the selected route and channel are assigned to
the new lightpath. After the new request has been allocated, it is added to the list
of existing lightpaths P , and the algorithm updates the LAR and IAR values of all
the lightpaths (including the new request) and re-computes the average and max
values of LAR and IAR for the network. When a lightpath is no longer needed, the
connection is torn down and all resources allocated to the lightpath are reclaimed.
Furthermore, the LAR and IAR values of all continuing lightpaths are updated, as
necessary.

3.5

Simulations and Numerical Results

In our simulations we considered networks of diﬀerent sizes, ranging from 14 to 50nodes including the well-known NSFNET (14-nodes) [102], ARPANET (20-nodes)
[102], and USANET (24-nodes) networks [103]. We also simulated other synthetically generated network topologies, with 40 and 50-nodes. The set of lightpath
requests was generated based on a Poisson-distribution [104], with randomly selected source and destination nodes. The traﬃc load was varied from 25 to 200
Erlang. The ILP formulation was solved using CPLEX [105], which was able to easily generate optimal solutions, even for the larger topologies and high traﬃc loads.
We also tested our proposed SA-ILP and SA-DRWA on the above mentioned network topologies with a varied number of wavelengths per fiber of 8, 16, 24, 32, and
64. Unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, the results reported in this section are for
links with 16 channels (wavelengths) (|W | = 16). The simulation results for other
values of |W | followed a similar pattern and therefore are omitted for the sake of
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brevity. In our simulations we compared the performance of SA-ILP, SA-ILP2 and
SA-DRWA to the following security unaware approaches:
1. A traditional ILP for dynamic RWA, whose objective is to minimize the
number of wavelength links used (referred to as ILP-WL).
2. Two simple heuristics namely: i) SP-FF and ii) SP-RF. The heuristics are
based on i) Shortest Path-First Fit (SP-FF) and ii) Shortest Path-Random Fit (SPRF). In this section, we do not show the results of SP-FF in the diagrams, as they
are close to or slightly worse than that of SP-RF.
Figs. 3.3a and 3.3b show the average LAR (avgLAR) and average IAR (avgIAR)
values for the set of established lightpaths with traﬃc load of 50 and 75 Erlang, respectively, for diﬀerent network sizes and topologies. The SA-ILP objective is to
minimize the combined avgLAR + avgIAR value, whereas ILP-WL minimizes the
number of wavelength links for each new lightpath. For each network size, 4 bars
are shown, corresponding to SA-ILP, ILP-WL, the proposed heuristic SA-DRWA,
and SP-RF respectively. In terms of avgLAR values, all approaches have similar
performance. The proposed security-aware approaches perform slightly better overall, with an average improvement of 10%-15%. In terms of avgIAR values, the
proposed security-aware approaches (SA-ILP and SA-DRWA) have similar performance and outperform the traditional techniques, i.e. ILP-WL and SP-RF, with
average improvements of 50% - 75%. The results clearly demonstrate that the security aware approaches perform significantly better than the other approaches in
terms of reducing the attack radii, with the performance of SA-DRWA being close to
that of SA-ILP, in most cases. Overall, the reduction in the combined attack radius
(i.e. avgLAR+avgIAR) obtained using SA-ILP, range from 15% - 25%, compared
to traditional approaches that are not attack-aware.
Figs. 3.4a and 3.4b compare the resource consumption (in terms of the number
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of (avgLAR+avgIAR) values for SA-ILP, ILP-WL, SADRWA and SP-RF, with traﬃc load of (a) 50 Erlang and (b) 75 Erlang.
of wavelength links used) for the diﬀerent approaches for the 14-node NSFNET
network and the 20-node ARPANET network, respectively. As expected, ILP-WL
provides the best performance, but results for all approaches are quite close (within
10% of ILP-WL). For higher traﬃc loads (100 and 200 Erlang), SA-DRWA and SPRF appear to have lower resource consumption compared to ILP-WL, but this is due
to the fact that many more lightpaths are blocked using these heuristic approaches.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of resource consumption (in terms of wavelength links)
using diﬀerent approaches for (a) 14-node network and (b) 20-node network.
Fig. 3.5 compares the blocking probabilities for the diﬀerent approaches, for
diﬀerent network sizes, with a traﬃc load of 200 Erlang, and with 16 available
channels per fiber. We see that the performance of SA-ILP was very close to ILPWL in this respect. Only in the 50-nodes topology, ILP-WL led to a slight decrease
in the number of blocked lightpaths, compared to SA-ILP. The heuristic approaches
typically resulted in higher blocking probabilities than the ILPs, which is expected.
Overall, the results indicate that SA-ILP requires only a small overhead - less than
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of blocking probabilities for diﬀerent topologies with 200
Erlang traﬃc using SA-ILP, ILP-WL, SP-RF, SA-DRWA.
10% on average in terms of blocking probability.
Figs. 3.6a and 3.6b show how the blocking probability varies with the number
of available channels per fiber (|W |), in a 40-node topology, with traﬃc loads of 100
and 200 Erlang respectively. As expected, the overall blocking probability decreases
with higher values of |W |. There were no blocked requests for SA-ILP for 100 Erlang
(16, 24 & 32 channels) and 200 Erlang (24 & 32 channels). Based on our simulations,
it is clear that the proposed approach for security-aware dynamic RWA is able to
reduce the vulnerability of the lightpaths to potential attacks, without incurring any
significant penalties in terms of blocking probability, when compared to traditional
RWA techniques.
The results reported above for SA-ILP do not place any restrictions on the
maximum allowed path length. We have also tested the SA-ILP formulation under
the condition of restricting the maximum path length of each new lightpath. The
maximum path length (Lmax ) was selected to be 2-3 hops more than the average
path lengths for the unrestricted case. For the networks with 14 to 24-nodes, this
resulted in an upper limit of 6 hops; for the networks with 40-50-nodes, this resulted
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Figure 3.6: Variation of blocking probabilities with number of available channels for
40-nodes network with (a) 100 Erlang and (b) 200 Erlang traﬃc.
in an upper limit of 9 hops. Putting a restriction on the path length did not aﬀect
the avgLAR + avgIAR values obtained using SA-ILP, however it did improve the
maxLAR + maxIAR values, as shown in Fig. 3.7a.
Fig. 3.7b compares the resource consumption in terms of wavelength links used
obtained with and without a path length restriction for diﬀerent topologies with
75 Erlang traﬃc load. In these figures, the 1st bar shows the results with no path
length restriction and the 2nd bar sets Lmax = 6 (for 14 to 24-nodes), or 9 (for
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Figure 3.7: Performance of SA-ILP with and without path length restrictions. (a)
maxLAR+maxIAR and (b) Resource utilization.
40 and 50-nodes). The results indicate that the maximum attack radius can be
considerably reduced by limiting the maximum path length. Restricting the path
length did not seem to significantly aﬀect resource consumption. However, the
blocking probability increased slightly for high traﬃc loads, when path lengths were
restricted. The increase in blocking probability was only observed for the high traﬃc
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of blocking probabilities for SA-ILP with and without path
length restriction for diﬀerent topologies with 200 Erlang traﬃc.
case (200 Erlang), which is shown in Fig. 3.8. So, a reduction in maximum attack
radius can be achieved at the cost of slightly increased resource consumption and
blocking probability, by restricting the path length.
We also tested SA-ILP with diﬀerent values for α and β as follows: we set α = 0
to minimize IAR only and β = 0 to minimize LAR only, as shown in Figs. 3.9a
and 3.9b for 14-node NSFNET network and Figs. 3.10a and 3.10b for 20-node
ARPANET network. The results indicate that for avgLAR + avgIAR values the
performance of all approaches are close, but SA-ILP and SA-DRWA consistently
provide slightly better results. Setting α = 0 (i.e. minimizing IAR only) also
performs very well and yields better results than setting β = 0 (i.e. minimizing
LAR only). For maxLAR+maxIAR values SA-ILP and SA-DRWA clearly perform
better than the other approaches overall, and as before minimizing IAR only gives
better results than minimizing LAR only. The results for the 100 Erlang traﬃc load
are somewhat anomalous, since some approaches accommodate fewer lightpaths
than others.
The new modified ILP which we called SA-ILP2 performed worse than both
SA-ILP and ILP-WL in almost all cases. This is because, for SA-ILP2, the new
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of (a) avgLAR+avgIAR and (b) maxLAR+maxIAR for all
approaches for 14-node network.
lightpath may be routed over a longer path, in order to avoid inclusion in the attack
group of an existing lightpath, which currently has the maximum attack radius.
However, this will increase the likelihood of link and/or node sharing with other
lightpaths. So, not only is the attack radius of the new lightpath typically higher
(though still less than the maximum attack radius), it also has a higher chance of
being in the attack group of future lightpaths. Based on our results, we conclude
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of (a) avgLAR+avgIAR and (b) maxLAR+maxIAR for
all approaches for 20-node network.
that minimizing the maximum attack radius may be a suitable objective for static
RWA; however, it is not appropriate the dynamic case, since it does not allow us to
take a global view. Figs. 3.11a and 3.11b show the results of SA-ILP2 compared to
SA-ILP.
Finally, we discuss the solution times for the diﬀerent approaches, shown in Table
3.3. Clearly, both ILP formulations (SA-ILP and ILP-WL) require significantly
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Figure 3.11: Performance of SA-ILP2 compared to SA-ILP. (a) maxLAR and maxIAR and (b) avgLAR and avgIAR.
higher solution times, compared to the heuristic approaches (SA-DRWA and SPRF) for all network topologies and traﬃc loads. The actual values of the solution
times are not so important, since these values will change with the specific hardware
and processor used. However, the clear trend is that the ILP formulations always
takes significantly longer than the heuristics. Therefore, SA-ILP can be used as
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Table 3.3: Solution time per lightpath in seconds.
Topologies

Lightpaths

Traﬃc
load

SA-ILP ILP-WL

SADRWA

SP-RF

NSFNET

187
360
565
712
1380

25
50
75
100
200

0.091
0.125
0.172
0.184
0.128

0.107
0.136
0.143
0.152
0.121

0.027
0.036
0.039
0.039
0.035

0.005
0.006
0.007
0.007
0.010

ARPANET

173
318
487
663
1370

25
50
75
100
200

0.087
0.116
0.181
0.259
0.230

0.121
0.179
0.201
0.226
0.220

0.040
0.053
0.049
0.008
0.005

0.006
0.009
0.008
0.009
0.010

USANET

168
336
487
710
1373

25
50
75
100
200

0.161
0.241
0.472
0.323
0.498

0.167
0.217
0.253
0.263
0.391

0.042
0.057
0.066
0.066
0.063

0.006
0.009
0.010
0.011
0.012

40 nodes

171
342
501
708
1419

25
50
75
100
200

0.292
0.383
0.501
0.486
0.283

0.292
0.365
0.419
0.415
0.278

0.064
0.076
0.074
0.075
0.067

0.023
0.018
0.018
0.018
0.018

50 nodes

176
341
512
694
1312

25
50
75
100
200

0.335
0.416
0.527
0.621
1.269

0.347
0.434
0.490
0.572
1.054

0.091
0.103
0.107
0.105
0.092

0.045
0.029
0.027
0.027
0.024

a benchmark to evaluate SA-DRWA. However, even in cases where SA-ILP does
converge, it is possible that it will not generate the optimal solutions within a
reasonable time. In such cases it will be necessary to use a security aware heuristic
approach, such as SA-DRWA.
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Chapter 4

Resilient RWA Algorithm Using
Path Protection for Data
Center Networks (DCNs)
4.1

Introduction

We consider the design of resilient data center networks using WDM, where the
requests for communication are dynamic lightpath demands (DLD) [106]. Each
request in DLD has a specified duration and a start time. In WDM networks, A
lightpath is established when a communication request arrives and torndown when
the communication is over. The resources used for the communication are reclaimed
for possible deployment in handling some future request for communication. Our
proposed scheme to handle disasters uses the idea of path protection [10, 48]. In a
network using path protection, for each request for communication, two lightpaths
are provisioned - a primary lightpath, used when the network is fault-free and a
backup lightpath to be used when a fault disrupts the primary lightpath. The
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problem of resilient data center network design is significantly diﬀerent from classical
path protection, where the focus was on link failures. In classical path protection,
each request for data communication is from a specified source node to a destination
node [48] and it is assumed that the source and the destination nodes themselves
are not aﬀected by a fault. In the case of data center networks, all components (e.g.,
fibers, routers or data centers) of the network located within a specific geographical
area, will become inoperative due to a disaster aﬀecting the area [27]. In this scenario
a disaster may very well aﬀect the data centre used as the source of the primary
lightpath. In order to guarantee services in the event of a disaster, data replication
is needed, where copies of each file are stored in multiple data centers [107].
The design of resilient data centre networks, for static lightpath demands using
WDM, was considered in [60]. The objective was to determine simultaneously i)
the replication strategy for the files in the network, and ii) the RWA to set up, for
each request for communication, the primary lightpath and the backup lightpath.
The algorithm is executed before the network becomes operational. This approach
is reasonable for static lightpath demands, where the requests are known at design
time. Unlike the static situation considered in [60], in dynamic model requests for
communication are not known at design time. Since it is not feasible to change
the replication strategy in response to a request for communication, the replication
strategy must be determined before the network is deployed and the question of
provisioning of lightpaths must be considered only at run-time in response to each
request for communication. Since the communication requests are not known, the
replication strategy must ensure that, for all disaster scenarios d ∈ D, path protection is possible for all possible communication requests. If the replication strategy
determines that a file fi needs to have m copies, the strategy must also decide which
data centers Si1 , Si2 , . . . , Sim should have a copy of file fi . This replication strategy
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must ensure that these selected data centers are such that, for any node t in the
network and any file fi ,
• When the network is fault-free, it is possible to have a path from some node
Sij to t, such that the length of the path is less than the optical reach [108].
• When any disaster occurs that disrupts the primary path, it is possible to have
a fault-free path from some node Sik to t, such that the length of the path is
less than the optical reach. We note that regardless of the disaster d ∈ D that
occurs, it must be possible to use the same backup path to node t.
• The capacities of the data centers may not be exceeded.
If the above conditions are not satisfied, then, for at least one disaster, some node
will be always unable to retrieve some file in the network. When processing a
request for communication, the primary and the backup lightpath must satisfy the
wavelength continuity constraint and the wavelength clash constraint [10]. As in
any dynamic RWA, it is quite possible that resources to set up the primary and/or
the backup lightpath are not available and the request has to be blocked.
We propose an ILP formulation to solve, optimally, the problem of deploying a
primary lightpath and a backup lightpath to handle a request for communication. To
the best of our knowledge this is the first investigation of resilient WDM networks for
data centers, using dynamic RWA. Such an optimal algorithm is primarily useful as a
benchmark for fast heuristics since it is relatively slow. In the following sections, we
have presented the ILP and have studied the resource requirements of this algorithm.
We have also developed a fast heuristic for the same problem.
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Preamble

If a region-based disaster model [22] is used, a disaster d is characterised by a set Sd
of elements, where Sd = {e1 , e2 , . . . , ep }, and each element ei ∈ Sd represents some
component of the network (e.g., a fiber, a node) that will be destroyed by disaster d.
In the case of a wide-area network, where the size of the area aﬀected by a disaster
is likely to be small, compared to the average distances between the nodes in the
fiber network, the number of possible disasters is potentially infinite. The eﬀect
of disaster d1 is, in every respect, more severe than disaster d2 , if Sd1 ⊃ Sd2 . In
this case, we will say that disaster d1 dominates disaster d2 . We define a disaster
ˆ such that
d to be a dominant disaster if there does not exist any other disaster d,
disaster dˆ dominates disaster d. The number of dominant disasters is finite and can
be enumerated in a straight-forward manner. Our algorithm is not dependent on
the definition of a disaster and we assume, from now on, that we have enumerated
the set D of dominant disasters that we have to take into account.
In our case the possibility of a disaster aﬀecting all components in a region is
considered. This includes the possibility of the failure of the node S used as the
source of the primary lightpath. Since files are replicated in data centers, there are
multiple copies of each file in the network. Such replication provides resiliency and
also improved network throughput. Our scheme, like the traditional path protection
scheme, also involves a primary lightpath and a backup lightpath. When there is
a request for communication for a file to a destination D, both the primary and
the backup lightpath start from a source of the file and ends at the destination
node D. However the sources for the primary lightpath will be diﬀerent from the
source for the backup lightpath such that both source cannot be aﬀected by the
same region-based disaster.
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An Optimal Algorithm to Solve the Disaster-Aware
Dynamic RWA for DCNs

4.2.1

Replication Strategy

In this section we propose a simple replication strategy for data centers using WDM
technology. In this strategy we assume that the capacity of a data center is not
a limiting factor. This means that each data centre can store any number of files.
The objective of this strategy is to determine a minimum number of sites where a
file has to be stored to ensure the existence of a primary path from a site where the
file is stored and a backup path, from another site where the file is also stored, to
any node in the network. We formulated our replication problem into an ILP. This
same strategy has to be used for all the files stored in the system.
Notation:
N : the set of nodes (including the virtual node s).
E: the set of directed edges of the network.
S: the set of datacenters (subset of N ).
D: the set of dominant disasters.
E d : the set of edges disrupted due to disaster d ∈ D.
dmax : the optical reach.
ℓij : the length of the fiber (i, j) ∈ E.
E d : the set of edges disrupted due to disaster d ∈ D.
Variables:
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xkl
ij : a binary variable for all edge (i, j) ∈ E, all datacenters k and all destinations
l where



1 if edge (i, j) is used for the primary



xkl
path from datacenter k to destination l,
ij =




 0 otherwise.
kl : a binary variable for all edge (i, j) ∈ E, all datacenters k and all destinations
yij

l where



1 if edge (i, j) is used for the backup



kl =
yij
path from datacenter k to destination l,




 0 otherwise.
pk : a binary
 variable for all datacenters k where


1 if xkl = 1 for some l or



pk =
if y kl = 1 for some l





0 otherwise.
xkl : a binary
 variable for all datacenters k and all destinations l where


1 if node k is selected as a source for the



xkl =
primary path for some l,





0 otherwise.
y kl : a binary
 variable for all datacenters k and all destinations l where


1 if node k is selected as a source for the



y kl =
backup path for some l,




 0 otherwise.
P dl : a binary
 variable for all disasters d and all destinations l where


1 if disaster d appears in the primary path



P dl =
for some l




 0 otherwise.
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B dl : a binary
 variable for all disasters d and all destinations l where

 1 if disaster d appears in the backup path



dl
B =
for some l




 0 otherwise.

4.2.2

Integer Linear Program Formulation

Objective: Minimize

∑

pk

(4.1)

k∈S

Subject to:
1. flow balance constraint for primary path:



xkl
if i = k,



∑
∑
xkl
xkl
−xkl if i = l, ∀i, l ∈ N, ∀k ∈ S
ij −
ji =



j:(i,j)∈E
j:(j,i)∈E

 0
otherwise.

(4.2)

2. flow balance constraint for backup path:

∑
j:(i,j)∈E

kl
yij
−

∑

kl
yji

j:(j,i)∈E




y kl
if i = k,



=
−y kl if i = l, ∀i, l ∈ N, ∀k ∈ S




 0
otherwise.

(4.3)

3. Ensure that the length of the route used by the primary and backup lightpath
is less than the optical reach dmax .
∑

ℓij · xkl
ij ≤ dmax

∀l ∈ N, ∀k ∈ S

(4.4)

j:(i,j)∈E
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(4.5)

j:(i,j)∈E

4. Only one source node for each communication l
∑

xkl = 1

∀l ∈ N

(4.6)

y kl = 1

∀l ∈ N

(4.7)

k∈S

∑
k∈S

5. If the primary lightpath uses any edge aﬀected by disaster d, set P dl to 1;
otherwise, set P dl to 0.

P dl ≥ edij · xkl
ij

∀(i, j) ∈ E d , d ∈ D, k ∈ S, l ∈ V

∑

P dl ≤

xkl
ij

∀d ∈ D, k ∈ S, l ∈ V

(4.8)

(4.9)

i,j:edij =1

∑

P dl = 0

∀l ∈ D

(4.10)

d

6. If the backup lightpath uses any edge aﬀected by disaster d, set B dl to 1;
otherwise, set B dl to 0.

kl
B dl ≥ edij · yij

∀(i, j) ∈ E d , d ∈ D, k ∈ S, l ∈ V − D
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kl
yij
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(4.12)

i,j:edij =1

∑

B dl = 0

∀l ∈ D

(4.13)

d

7. Primary and backup paths are disaster-disjoint

P dl + B dl ≤ 1

∀d ∈ D, l ∈ V

(4.14)

8. By definition pk is the logical OR relation of all xkl (y kl ) which means it is
1 if a datacenter k has been chosen as a source for the primary (backup)
lightpath for some l . This is equivalent to the following non-linear constraint:
pk = xkl ∨ y kl

pk ≥ xkl

∀k ∈ S, l ∈ V

(4.15)

pk ≥ y kl

∀k ∈ S, l ∈ V

(4.16)

pk ≤

∑

xkl + y kl

∀k ∈ S

(4.17)

l

4.2.3

Justification of the Replication ILP ROP T

If the disaster d involve the destination node l of the communication it means
that node l is unable to operate and hence communication to l is never possible.
Replication in such a situation makes no sense and so we have excluded this case
when ensuring that at most one of P dl and B dl may be 1 (constraint (4.14)). To
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achieve that we forced both P dl and B dl to be 0 (constraints (4.10 and 4.13). In
all remaining cases, if edge (i, j) ∈ E d (in other words, edij = 1) and edge (i, j)
dl is
appears in the selected primary path from k to l (in other words, xkl
ij = 1), P

set to 1 using constraint (4.8). If the condition for constraint (4.8) is never satisfied,
constraint (4.9) forces P dl to be 0. A similar argument holds for the backup path
constraints (4.11) and (4.12).
By definition pk is 1 if a DC k has been chosen as a source for the primary
(backup) lightpath for some l (i.e., xkl = 1 for some l); otherwise it is 0. If any
xkl = 1 (y kl = 1), constraint (4.15 (constraint (4.16)) ensure that pk to be 1. If
no DC is selected as a source for the primary (backup) lightpath, constraint (4.17)
forces pk to be 0. The remaining constraints are straight-forward.

4.2.4

Disaster-aware RWA ILP

This optimal algorithm will be used when we receive a request for communicating
some file fi to node t. In general, the network is already supporting a number of
on-going communication. The replication strategy and the details of each existing
communication are known to us, so that, for each on-going communication, we have
the routes and the channels used by the corresponding primary lightpath and the
backup lightpath. If we are successful in handling the new request, we should be
able to obtain details about the primary lightpath and the backup lightpath to be
used that avoids any edge aﬀected by disaster d. We must ensure that the following
conditions are satisfied:
• The primary lightpath to handle the fault-free case will be from some node
Sij , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, to node t.
• The backup lightpath to be used in the case of any disaster d ∈ D, that
disrupts the primary lightpath, will be from some node Sil , 1 ≤ l ≤ m. Here
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j ̸= l, since a disaster can disrupt the source Sij of the primary lightpath. Such
a backup lightpath must avoid any of the edges aﬀected by all disaster d ∈ D
that disrupts the primary lightpath.
• The length of the path used by each of these lightpaths does not exceed the
optical reach.
• Each lightpath satisfies the wavelength continuity constraint and the wavelength clash constraint with respect to any of the existing lightpaths.
Our objective is to minimize the cost of the resources needed to handle the new
request for communication. The resources will be measured by the total number of
channels used to handle this request, which were not used by any of the existing
communication. For this algorithm, it convenient to categorize each channel on every
fiber as follows. A type 1 channel is not used by the primary or backup lightpath
of any ongoing communication. This is the only type of channel that may be used
by the new primary lightpath and also may be used by the new backup lightpath.
The cost of using such a channel on a fiber will be 1. A type 2 channel is that used
by one or more backup lightpaths. Such a channel on a fiber is used to handle a set
of disasters D̂, where disaster d ∈ D̂ disrupts exactly one primary lightpath whose
corresponding backup lightpath uses this channel. A type 2 channel on a fiber may
be used by the new backup lightpath, only if disaster d ∈ D̂ does not disrupt the
new primary lightpath. This captures the essential idea of shared path protection.
The cost of a type 2 channel on a fiber will be 0, since such a channel is already in
use by existing backup lightpath(s). A type 3 channel on a fiber is that used by the
primary lightpath of some ongoing communication. Such a channel cannot be used
to handle the new request.
When processing a request for transmitting file fi to a node t, it is convenient
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to visualize a new virtual node s and some new virtual edges from s as follows. For
each data centre Sij , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, we visualize a single virtual edge from virtual node
s to data centre Sij of length 0.

4.2.5

ILP Formulation

We will use the following constants and variables:
N : the set of nodes (including the virtual node s).
E: the set of directed edges of the network. If i and j are nodes of the fiber network
(including the data centers), edge (i, j) ∈ E represents a fiber from node i to
node j. Set E also includes the virtual edges from the virtual node s to each
data centre Sil that contains a copy of file fi .
dmax : the optical reach.
M : A large constant.
ℓij : the length of the fiber (i, j) ∈ E.
D: the predefined set of disasters.
K: set of channels per fiber.
E d : the set of edges disrupted due to disaster d ∈ D.
ckij : a constant where ckij = 1 if channel k is used on edge (i, j), either for a primary
lightpath or for a backup lightpath; 0 otherwise.
kd : a constant where β kd = 1 if channel k on edge (i, j) is used for one or more
βij
ij

backup lightpath which do not handle disaster d; 0 otherwise.
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edij : a constant indicating whether edge (i, j) is aﬀected by disaster d, where edij = 1
if edge (i, j) ∈ E d ; 0 otherwise.
xij : a binary variable where xij = 1 if edge (i, j) is used by the primary lightpath;
0 otherwise. Variable yij is defined similarly for the backup lightpath.
d : a binary variable where w d = 1 if disaster d aﬀects the primary lightpath and
wij
ij

edge (i, j) is used by the backup lightpath; 0 otherwise.
d : a binary variable where z d = 1 if the primary lightpath uses any edge disrupted
zP
P
d is defined similarly for the backup
by disaster d; 0 otherwise. Variable zB

lightpath.
µk : a binary variable where µk = 1 if channel k is used by the primary lightpath; 0
otherwise. Variable ν k is defined similarly for the backup lightpath.
kd
skd
ij : a bounded variable which is constrained to have a value 1 or 0, where sij = 1

if i) zPd = 0 or ii) if channel k on edge (i, j) may be shared by the new backup
lightpath to handle disaster d; 0 otherwise.
skij : a bounded variable which is constrained to have a value 1 or 0, where skij = 1 if
edge (i, j) is used by the backup lightpath of new communication and channel
k on this edge may be shared with other backup lightpaths to handle all
disasters that disrupt the primary lightpath; 0 otherwise.
k : a bounded variable which is constrained to have a value 1 or 0, where y k = 1
yij
ij

if the backup lightpath uses channel k on edge (i, j); 0 otherwise.
Objective: Minimize
∑
j:(i,j)∈E

xij +

∑

∑

k
yij
.(1 − ckij )

(4.18)

k∈K j:(i,j)∈E

Subject to:
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1. Enforce, for all node i ∈ N , flow conservation on the path used by the primary
lightpath.




1
if i = s,



∑
∑
xij −
xji =
−1 if i = t,



j:(i,j)∈E
j:(j,i)∈E

 0
otherwise.

(4.19)

2. For each disaster d ∈ D that disrupts the primary lightpath, enforce, for all
node i ∈ N , flow conservation on the path used by the backup lightpath. This
path must avoid all edges aﬀected by disaster d. If a disaster d ∈ D does not
disrupt the primary lightpath, there should not be any flow on the backup
path.



zPd



∑
∑
d
d
wij
−
wji
=
−zPd


d
d

j:(i,j)∈E−E
j:(j,i)∈E−E

 0

if i = s,
(4.20)

if i = t,
otherwise.

3. Determine the backup path.
d
yij ≤ (1 − zPd ) · M + wij

d
yij ≥ wij

∀(i, j) ∈ E, d ∈ D

∀(i, j) ∈ E, d ∈ D

(4.21)

(4.22)

4. Ensure that the length of the route used by the primary (backup) lightpath is
less than dmax .

∑

ℓij · xij ≤ dmax

(4.23)

ℓij · yij ≤ dmax

(4.24)

j:(i,j)∈E

∑
j:(i,j)∈E

5. Ensure that exactly one channel k is used for the new primary (backup) light-
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path.
ckij · xij + µk ≤ 1
∑

∀(i, j) ∈ E, k ∈ K

(4.25)

µk = 1

(4.26)

k

ckij · yij − skij + ν k ≤ 1
∑

∀(i, j) ∈ E, k ∈ K, d ∈ D

νk = 1

(4.27)

(4.28)

k

6. If the primary (backup) lightpath uses any edge aﬀected by disaster d, set zPd
d ) to 1; otherwise, set z d (z d ) to 0.
(zB
B
P

zPd ≥ xij

∀d ∈ D, (i, j) ∈ E : edij = 1

zPd ≤

∑

xij

(4.29)

∀d ∈ D

(4.30)

i,j:edij =1
d
zB
≥ yij

∀d ∈ D, (i, j) ∈ E : edij = 1

d
zB
≤

∑

yij

(4.31)

∀d ∈ D

(4.32)

i,j:edij =1

7. The primary lightpath and the backup lightpath must be disaster-disjoint.
d
zPd + zB
≤1

∀d ∈ D

(4.33)

8. Compute the value of skd
ij .

kd
skd
ij = 1 : βij = 1

∀(i, j) ∈ E, k ∈ K, d ∈ D
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(4.35)

9. Compute the value of skij .

skij ≤ skd
ij

∀(i, j) ∈ E, k ∈ K, d ∈ D

skij ≤ yij

skij ≥

∑

(4.36)

∀(i, j) ∈ E, k ∈ K

skd
ij − |D| + yij

(4.37)

∀(i, j) ∈ E, k ∈ K

(4.38)

d∈D
k.
10. Compute the value of yij
k
yij
≤ yij

∀(i, j) ∈ E, k ∈ K

(4.39)

k
yij
≤ νk

∀(i, j) ∈ E, k ∈ K

(4.40)

k
yij
≥ yij + ν k − 1

4.2.6

∀(i, j) ∈ E, k ∈ K

(4.41)

Justification of the ILP formulation

The objective function minimizes the number of type 1 channels used. The first
(second) term is the total number of type 1 channels used by the primary (backup)
lightpath. For the primary lightpath, a type 1 channel is used on each edge in the
path. For the backup lightpath, if for edge (i, j) ∈ E, ckij = 1, channel k on edge
(i, j) is a type 2 channel, which may be shared by the new backup lightpath for free.
Therefore we only count the number of edges used by the new backup lightpath for
which ckij = 0.
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d to be 0 if disaster d does not disrupt the
Constraint (4.20) forces the value of wij

primary lightpath (i.e., zPd = 0). If zPd = 1, it is the standard flow constraint equation
that determines a backup path for disaster d. If zPd = 0 (zPd = 1), constraints (4.21)
d and y ≥ w d ). Thus, if z d = 0,
and (4.22) become yij ≤ M and yij ≥ 0 (yij ≤ wij
ij
ij
P
d.
disaster d imposes trivial constraints; otherwise, yij = wij

Constraint (4.25) forces µk to be 0 if the primary lightpath uses edge (i, j) and
channel k is already in use by some existing lightpath. If skij = 0 (i.e., channel k on
edge (i, j) cannot be shared with the new backup lightpath) constraint (4.27) is the
same as constraint (4.25). If skij = 1, constraint (4.27) allows ν k to be 1. Let the
path used by the primary lightpath have m edges that also appear in disaster d. If
the primary lightpath is not aﬀected (is aﬀected) by disaster d, m = 0 (m ≥ 1). If
m = 0, constraints (4.29) and (4.30) become zPd ≥ 0 and zPd ≤ 0, forcing zPd to be 0.
If m > 0, constraints (4.29) and (4.30) become zPd ≥ 1 and zPd ≤ m, forcing zPd to be
1, since zPd is a binary variable. The justification for constraints (4.31) and (4.32)
are similar for the backup lightpath. Constraint (4.33) ensures that no disaster d
disrupts both the primary and the backup lightpath.
kd
d
By definition, skd
ij = βij ∨ (1 − zP ) where ∨ symbol denotes the OR operator.

It may be readily verified that skd
ij may be computed using constraints (4.34) and
(4.35).
The value of skij should be 0, if any edge (i, j) is not used by the backup path
(constraint (4.37)) or if, for at least one disaster d, skd
ij = 0 - so that channel k
on edge (i, j) cannot handle disaster d (constraint (4.36)). We note that for all
disasters d ∈ D, if channel k may be shared on edge (i, j), skd
ij = 1. In such a
∑
kd
situation
d∈D sij = D. If all conditions for sharing channel k on edge (i, j),
constraints (4.36)) – (4.38)) become skij ≤ 1, skij ≤ 1 and skij ≥ 1 respectively, giving
skij = 1. The justification for constraints (4.39) – (4.41) is also similar to those for
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k using the
constraints (4.36) – (4.38). Here we need to compute the value of yij
k = y · νk.
non-linear constraint yij
ij
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Figure 4.1: An illustrative example showing the eﬀect of backup paths resources’
sharing.

4.2.7

Illustrative Example
(c)

We illustrate a simple example of a 6-node network where the only ongoing communication is that of some file fi being communicated to node 3 and file fi is stored
at nodes 0, 1 and 2. The network topology including the requisite virtual node
connected to the three DC locations at nodes 0, 1, and 2, is shown in Fig. 4.1. We
assume that there are 3 available channels (wavelengths) per fiber (i.e., λ0 , λ1 , λ2 ).
Fig. 4.1a shows the primary path p1 communicating data from DC at node 0 to
node 3 using the route v → 0 → 3. Also, p1 is assigned channel λ0 , we denote this
channel as λp1
0 , as there is no other primary or backup path that uses this channel
on this route. One possible backup path b1 created in case of a disaster that may
aﬀect p1 would be from DC at node 1 to the destination (node 3), v → 1 → 3. The
algorithm can assign channel λ0 to b1 as well (λb1
0 ). Suppose a new request comes
to deliver file fi to the user at node 4 (i.e., the destination). Fig. 4.1b shows the
primary path p2 which can be assigned a route v → 2 → 5 → 4 and a channel
λp2
0 . We note that we do not consider a disaster at the destination node, so when a
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disaster at node 2 or 5 aﬀects p2, a backup path b2 can be designed using the route
v → 1 → 3 → 4. Since the two backup paths, b1 and b2, need to avoid diﬀerent
disasters and will not be activated simultaneously, these backups can share the same
channel λ0 . Therefore, the new backup b2 will still be assigned channel λ0 as well,
λb2
0 . We emphasize that this sharing capabilities can lead to significant resources
savings.

4.3

A Heuristic for Solving the Disaster-Aware Dynamic
RWA problem for DCNs

We also propose a new heuristic algorithm for dynamic allocation of primary and
backup lightpaths in a disaster-resilient DCN. The objective of the proposed algorithm is to minimize the amount of additional resources used by the new request.
When processing a request for communication, we ensure that the primary and the
backup lightpaths satisfy the wavelength continuity constraint and the wavelength
clash constraint. We note that, as in any dynamic RWA, it is quite possible that
resources to set up the primary and/or the backup lightpath will not be available
and the request has to be blocked.

4.3.1

Problem Statement

Given a network using WDM, the replication strategy used and all active communication in the network, our problem is to make provisions, if possible, for a primary
and a backup lightpath to handle a request for communicating file fi to destination
t. In our proposed algorithm, we have extended the notion of SPP which has been
proposed for RWA for resilient communication [109, 110]. Traditional SPP involves
using edge-disjoint paths from the source node to the destination node to deploy the
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primary lightpath and the backup lightpath. In the case of communicating file fi
to destination t in a datacenter network, a disaster may very well aﬀect the source
of the primary lightpath. Therefore, the backup lightpath must start from a site
storing the file fi , diﬀerent from that used by the primary lightpath, and terminate
at the destination t. Our database stores, for each channel (λ) on each edge (i, j),
whether channel (λ) on edge (i, j) is i) unused or ii) is used for a primary lightpath or iii) for backup lightpath(s). If channel λ on edge (i, j) is used for backup
lightpath (s), our database stores the list of disasters that require the deployment
of these backup lightpaths. We adapted the notion of shared path protection to
handle our problem by ensuring that two backup lightpaths may share channel λ on
edge (i, j) only if the two backup lightpaths are never deployed to handle the same
disaster.
For an optimal solution our objectives are to i) set up a primary lightpath and
ii) make provisions for a backup lightpath to handle, at minimum cost, a request
for communicating file fi to destination t. To achieve this, we i) determine the
source s for the primary and for the backup lightpath, ii) find an optimal route
for the primary and the backup lightpath, and iii) find an optimal channel for the
primary and the backup lightpath. In the optimal solution we have to solve all
these problems simultaneously, to minimize the total number of edge-channels used
by the primary/backup lightpath that were unused before processing this request.
The time needed to find an optimal solution is unacceptably high and, as a heuristic,
we have set up the primary lightpath before setting up the backup lightpath.
In this study, we visualize a virtual node v and some new virtual edges from v to
each datacenter that stores a copy of the requested file fi . We have developed an A∗
algorithm to search for an optimal primary/backup lightpath using an optimal path
from v to t. Each node in the search tree represents a pair (x, Lx ) where x is a node
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in the network and Lx is a set of channels that may be used to reach node x from
v. When evaluating a leaf node (x, Lx ) of the current search tree, we determine,
using an admissible heuristic, the estimated cost of a path from v to t through x
using the node (x, Lx ) in the search tree.
When expanding a node (x, Lx ) in the search tree to create an edge in the
search tree to node (y, Ly ), the algorithm ensures that i) there is an edge from x
to y in the network topology, ii) the optical reach is not exceeded, iii) the list Ly
includes all channels in Lx which are not in use on the fiber (x → y), iv) the list Ly
is not empty. If these conditions are not satisfied, the node(y, Ly ) is pruned from
the search tree. Our heuristic estimates the minimum number of previously unused
channels on edges that will be needed to reach the destination t. We note that the
heuristic used when searching for a primary path is somewhat diﬀerent from that
for the backup path. The cost of using a channel on an edge used by the primary
lightpath always has a cost of 1. The cost of using a channel on an edge that may
be shared by the backup lightpath with an existing backup lightpath has a cost of
0; otherwise the cost is 1. The psudocode of the proposed heuristic is given below.
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Pseudocode for Disaster-aware Heuristic Algorithm for DCNs Using WDM.
Input
G(N, E), R, S, D, r, Q, N W ST //G(N, E): is physical topology with N nodes
and E edges. R: replication strategy. S: set of DCs. D: set of disasters. r: new
request for communication. Q: set of new requests. N W ST : network state.
for each new request r ∈ Q do
pPath=bPath={}; pWl=bWl=-1;
pPath=findPrimaryPath();
if pPath ̸= null then
pWl = findChannel(pPath); //cost of pWl is 1
A = set of disasters disrupting pPath;
bpath=findBackupPath();
if bPath ̸= null then
bWl = findChannel(bPath);
L = set of existing backup lightpaths;
B = set of disasters disrupting L such that A ∩ B = ϕ;
ρ = possible sharing channels between L and r;
if ρ ̸= ϕ then //sharing is possible
assign pWl to bPath; //cost of bWl is 0
end if
else
assign any available channel to bPath; //cost of bWl is 1
end if
else
request r is blocked;
end if
end for
request r is successful; update N W ST with pPath, bPath, pWL, bWL
Return pPtah, bPath;
End
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Experimental Results
Optimal Algorithm Results

In this section we present the simulation results to evaluate the performance of our
proposed approach, considering diﬀerent networks and disaster scenarios. We used
the well-known NSFNET network topology having 14 nodes and 21 links [111]. The
number of wavelength per fiber was set to 8 (i.e., |K| = 8). We classified disaster
scenarios into 2 categories: category I, where disaster aﬀected only the data center
nodes, and category II, where disasters aﬀected any node in the network. We studied
category I scenario as it is the most important case and has the most impact on
the network performance. We note that in this case, only one DC will be aﬀected
at a time. So the network will still be operating but with less data sources. In our
experiments, we assume that each disaster aﬀects exactly one node and associated
edges. This is reasonable since the size of the area aﬀected by a disaster is expected
to be small, compared to the length of the shortest fiber in a wide-area network.
Further, the eﬀect of the failure of any edge i → j is never more severe, compared to
the failure of node i and all edges to/from i. Our algorithms reported in Section 4.2
and Section 4.3 do not depend on which nodes/edges are aﬀected by any disaster.
All results reported are the averages of 5 simulation runs. Experiments were carried
out on an Intel Core i7-3537U CPU 2.50 GHz processor using IBM ILOG CPLEX
version 12.6.2 [105] to solve the ILP formulation.
The simulations had 2 phases. In phase I we created a desired level of traﬃc
on the network, the traﬃc load, by establishing primary and backup lightpaths for
N requests for communication, where N is a predetermined constant. For each
such request we established, using our ILP formulation, a primary lightpath as well
as a backup lightpath, that avoided all the disasters that disrupted the primary
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of BP of the new request with diﬀerent traﬃc loads and 2
disaster scenarios for 14-node NSFNET network (a) 3 DCs (b) 4 DCs.
lightpath. After processing each request, we updated the network state, so that we
recorded which channels on each fiber were used to handle primary lightpaths and
which channels on each fiber were used for backup lightpaths. We also kept track of
which disaster aﬀects which primary lightpath(s). In Phase II, we kept the network
state fixed to the state at the end of phase I. We used a set of randomly generated
requests to determine the blocking probability (BP). For each new request, we used
our ILP formulation to find out whether a primary lightpath and a backup lightpath
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may be set up to handle that request. We have reported below the BP of under
diﬀerent scenarios.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of BP of the new request with diﬀerent traﬃc loads and 2
disaster scenarios for 20-node ARPANET network (a) 3 DCs (b) 4 DCs.

Fig. 4.2a compares the BP of new connections for the 14-node NSFNET network
with diﬀerent traﬃc loads from Phase I. We consider 3 data centers (nodes 0, 5, 9)
and two disaster scenarios - category I disasters and category II disasters. Also we
took into account that each data center has a copy of each file. As expected, the
results show that the BP increases when the number of disasters is increased. Fig.
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4.2b shows the BP for the same network and disaster scenarios of Fig. 4.2a but
with 4 data centers (nodes 0, 5, 9, 12). In other words, we added an additional data
center to the scenario considered in Fig.4.2a. In this figure, the BP is also higher
with category II disasters than with category I similar to the situation in Fig. 4.2a.
As expected, when we used an additional data center at node 12, the network can
handle many more requests for connection in Phase I before reporting any blocked

!"#$%&'(&)*+$,$-./0&12-34

lightpaths or requests for connections in Phase II, which leads to much lower BP.
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Figure 4.4: Resource usage with diﬀerent traﬃc loads (a) NSFNET (b) ARPANET.
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Fig. 4.3a and 4.3b report the results obtained by our proposed approach on the
20-node ARPANET network for 3 data centers (nodes 1, 7, 13) and 4 data centers (1,
7, 13, 18) respectively. The results follow a similar pattern as in NSFNET, the BP
increases when trying to establish a new connection with higher traﬃc load. Also,
higher BP is reported with disaster scenario of Category II compared to Category I.
In addition, adding a new data center, as in Fig. 4.3b, enables the network to handle
more requests in Phase I before we see any blocked requests in Phase II. Fig. 4.4a and
4.4b compare the resource usage as the number of lightpaths on the network grows
on the NSFNET and ARPANET, respectively. Here we used 3 data centers for both
networks. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the number of wavelength links needed to establish
the corresponding set of connections, with their primary and backup lightpaths, for
category I and category II disasters. Clearly, the resource usage values are quite
similar for both disaster categories. We draw an interesting conclusion that, so
far as the number of wavelength links are concerned, the cost of considering more
disasters is relatively small. Finally, Fig. 4.5 shows the running time obtained by
the proposed approarch for trying to setup the new request. The results are for 20node network, 4 DCs, and category II disaster scenario. As expected for dynamic
traﬃc case, the ILP took a fraction of a second to process the request. The running
time considering category I disasters was less and not shown here in the section.

4.4.2

Heuristic Results

We present our experimental results to evaluate our proposed heuristic. We have
considered two well-known network topologies, the 14-node NSFNET and 20-node
ARPANET networks. Disaster scenarios are category I : where disasters can aﬀect
any DC node and category II : where disasters can aﬀect any node in the network.
Our algorithm discussed in Section 2 does not depend on which nodes/edges are af-
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Figure 4.5: Running time per request with diﬀerent traﬃc loads for ARPANET
with 4 DCs and category II disasters.
fected by any disaster. The obtained results are the averages of at least 5 simulation
runs.
The simulations had also taken 2 phases. In phase I we create a desired level of
traﬃc on the network, the traﬃc load, by establishing primary and backup lightpaths
for N requests for communication, where N is a predetermined constant. For each
such request, the A∗ heuristic algorithm establishes a primary lightpath as well as a
backup lightpath, that avoided all the disasters that disrupt the primary lightpath.
After processing each request, we update the network state by recording which
channels on each fiber were used to handle primary lightpaths and which channels
on each fiber were used for backup lightpaths. We also keep track of which disaster
aﬀects which primary lightpath(s). In Phase II, we keep the network state fixed
to the state at the end of phase I. We use a set of randomly generated requests
to determine the blocking probability (BP). For each request, we use our heuristic
algorithm to find out whether a primary lightpath and a backup lightpath may
be set up to handle that request. We have reported below the BP under diﬀerent
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scenarios. The A∗ heuristic algorithm was developed and experiments were carried
out on an Intel Core i7-3537U CPU 2.50 GHz processor using Java JDK with Eclipse
KEPLER.
Fig. 4.6 and 4.7 shows the blocking probability (BP) versus diﬀerent traﬃc loads
for 14-node NSFNET network considering 3 DC locations (at nodes 0,5,9) and 4 DC
locations (at nodes 0,5,9,12), respectively. We consider the two disaster categories in
these experiments, category I and II. In Fig. 4.6, the results show that the blocking
probability increases with higher traﬃc loads, as expected. Also, the BP values for
disasters of category II are higher compered to category I which gives consistent
results with the optimal algorithm (ILP). Fig. 4.7 shows the BP obtained by our
heuristic using the same parameters of Fig. 4.7 but with 4 DCs instead of 3. Clearly,
the blocking probability decreases significantly for the same values of traﬃc loads.
Also, the BP is higher with category II disasters compared to category I.
Fig. 4.8 illustrates the BP for 20-node ARPANET network versus diﬀerent
traﬃc loads with all other parameter the same as in figures to Fig. 4.6 but the DC
locations were at nodes (1,7,18) for 3 DCs. The results follow a similar patter as in
Fig. 4.6, as expected. The BP gets higher with higher traﬃc loads. Also, the BP
with category I disasters are less than their values for category II disasters. The
results for 4 DCs followed a similar pattern with lower BP and higher number of
accommodated requests.
Figs. 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 shows the average resource utilization for 14-node
NSFNET with 3 DCs, 14-node NSFNET with 4 DCs, and 20-node ARPANET with
3 DCs. We measure the resource utilization by the number of wavelength links
for the new primary and backup lightpaths established for the new requests. We
compare the resource utlization considering category I and category II disasters.
Clearly, the resource consumption is slightly higher with category II disasters which
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gives an interesting conclusion that, using our proposed approach, considering more
disasters will not add significantly to the cost of the solution.
Finally, we show the averge path length obtained by our heuristic algorithm
for 14-node NSFNET and 20-node ARPANET networks in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13,
respectively. The results are reported for 3 DCs in both networks and show that,
with less disasters happen in the network, the lightpats (primary and/or backup)
will have a shorter path length.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of BP with diﬀerent traﬃc loads for 14-node NSFNET
network and 3 DCs.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of BP with diﬀerent traﬃc loads for 14-node NSFNET
network and 4 DCs.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of BP with diﬀerent traﬃc loads for 20-node ARPANET
network and 3 DCs.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of resource utilization with diﬀerent traﬃc loads for 14-node
NSFNET network and 3 DCs.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of resource utilization with diﬀerent traﬃc loads for 14node NSFNET network and 4 DCs.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of resource utilization with diﬀerent traﬃc loads for 20node ARPANET network and 3 DCs.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of average path length with diﬀerent traﬃc loads for 14node NSFNET network and 3 DCs.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of average path length with diﬀerent traﬃc loads for 20node ARPANET network and 3 DCs.
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Chapter 5

Robust Data Center Network
Design Based on Space Division
Multiplexing
5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we present our investigations on the design of resilient elastic optical
DCNs using SDM technology for dynamic traﬃc requests. In traditional WDM
networks, it is known that dynamic RWA is expected to become more important
than static RWA [112–114]. This trend is likely to be even more appropriate in
DCNs, in view of the types of ultra high speed communication possible using SDM.
As we mentioned earlier in Chapter 4, a robust DCN must store multiple copies of
each file in the network, so that at least one copy of each file is guaranteed to be
available to handle any request for that file, even after a disaster happens. In the
dynamic scenario, the replication strategy must be determined before the network
is deployed. In this probelm, we obtain the file replication information from the
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replication strategy of the disaster-aware RWA in DCN using WDM presented in
Chapter 4
An appropriate strategy for handling a request at run-time must take into account the replication strategy determined beforehand. The replication strategy must
ensure that, for all disaster scenarios d ∈ D, and for all possible communication requests, it is possible to determine a fault-free path to enable communication. If the
replication strategy determines that a file fi needs to have m copies, the strategy
must also decide which data centers Si1 , Si2 , . . . , Sim should have a copy of file fi .
When there is no disaster aﬀecting the network, spectrum resources must be allocated, if available, on each edge of the network from a site Sij , that stores a copy
of file fi , to node t, using a particular modulation format (i.e, 16-QAM, 8-QAM,
QPSK, BPSK, ... etc.). The replication strategy must ensure that, for all file fi ,
the selected data centers Sij , 1 ≤ j ≤ m are such that, for any node t in the network
• When the network is fault-free, it is possible to have a viable path from some
node Sij to t. A viable path for communication is such that the length of the
path is less than the optical reach for BPSK format (which has the longest
optical reach). We will call this the primary path. The actual modulation
format used should be the most eﬃcient (i.e., having the highest packing
density [44]) possible for the length of the path for primary communication.
• When any disaster d occurs that disrupts the primary path, it is still possible
to have a fault-free viable path for backup communication, from some node
Sik to t. We will call this the backup path. We note that for all disaster d that
disrupts the primary path, it must be possible to use the same backup path
for communication to node t.
• The capacities of the data centers may not be exceeded.
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If the above conditions are not satisfied, then, for at least one disaster, some node
will always be unable to retrieve some file in the network. Our proposed scheme
to handle disasters uses the idea of dedicated path protection [10, 110], originally
proposed for WDM networks. We have used the term primary communication to
refer to the scheme for communication in a fault-free network. For all disasters
d ∈ D that disrupt the primary communication scheme, we must use a backup
communication scheme. When the network processes a request for communicating
a file fi to node t, the network already has a number of requests in progress. For
these requests, currently in progress, the details of the primary as well as the backup
communication schemes are known. Our objective is to obtain, if possible, details
about the primary and the backup communication to handle the new request to
communication file fi to some node t satisfying the following conditions:
• The primary communication will be from some node Sij , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, to node
t.
• The backup communication will be from some node Sil , 1 ≤ l ≤ m. Here j ̸= l,
since a disaster can disrupt the source Sij used in the primary communication.
This scheme for backup communication cannot use any of the edges aﬀected
by all disaster d ∈ D that disrupts the primary communication.
• The length of the path used by the primary (backup) communication will
determine the optimum modulation format to be used [44] by the primary
(backup) communication.
Our optimal algorithm given below uses an ILP and processes a new request for
communicating some file fi to some t. The scheme determines, if possible, the primary as well as the backup communication scheme. These communication schemes
include the path used, the spectrum allotted, the cores used and the recommended
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modulation format.

5.2

Optimal RWA for SDM Optical Network under Dynamic Traﬃc

We will measure the cost of the resources needed to handle the new request by the
sum of the spectrum bandwidths needed for the primary and the backup communication. It is convenient to visualize a new virtual node s and some new virtual
edges from s as follows. For each data centre Sij , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, we visualize a single
virtual edge from virtual node s to data centre Sij of length 0. In this way we can
use the well-known network flow algorithms to determine the schemes for primary
and backup communication.

In the description below we have referred to a set Gij of gaps on edge (i, j) ∈ E,
where E is the set of bidirectional edges in the physical network topology. The
following example informally explains how we define gaps. Fig. 5.1 shows a bundle
of fibers, representing a link from node i to node j. Selected portions of available
spectrum on each fiber in this bundle are already allotted to existing communication.
Fig. 5.1 shows a possible allocation of spectrum using the flex-grid fixed-SDM
model. For instance, cores 0 and 1 (respectively 2 and 3) are carrying parts of the
payload for 3 (respectively 2 and 1) diﬀerent request for communication. If a new
request for communication uses this link i → j, the spectrum allotted to the new
communication must be within the bandwidths shown in Fig. 5.1. We call these
permissible bandwidths the “gaps” on edge (i, j). In the situation described in Fig.
5.1, there are 3 gaps, where gap 0 (respectively gap 1 and gap 2) has a starting
subcarrier a0ij (respectively a1ij , a2ij ) and ending subcarrier b0ij (respectively b1ij and
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b2ij ). A new request using this link i → j must be allotted a bandwidth which lies
within one of these 3 gaps.
a0ij

b0ij

a1ij b1ij

a2ij

b2ij

Core 0

Core 1

Guard
bands

Core 2

Core 3
gap0

gap1

gap2

Figure 5.1: Figure illustrating “gaps”.

5.2.1
N (E):

Notation used
set of end nodes (bidirectional edges) in the physical network topology.

E d : set of bidirectional edges (i.e., links) in the network that are not disrupted by
disaster d.
Gij : set of all gaps on edge (i, j) ∈ E.
C: set of cores per fiber.
s(t): source (destination) of the new request for communication. In this problem s
is the virtual node discussed above.
B: a constant denoting the bandwidth requested, measured by the total number of
subcarriers needed for the communication, using BPSK.
k0 : a constant denoting the packing density for the 16-QAM format1 .
1

Other modulation formats will be handled similarly.
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η P : number of subcarriers needed for the primary communication.
d0 : constant denoting optical reach, using 16-QAM format2 .
M: a large number.
agij (bgij ):

a constant for all gap g ∈ Gij and edge (i, j) ∈ E that represents the

starting (ending) subcarrier wavelength of the g th spectrum gap of core c on
edge (i, j).
ℓij :

an integer variable denoting the length of the edge (i, j) ∈ E.

F0P : a binary variable with a value 1 if the primary communication uses 16-QAM
format; 0 otherwise.
G1P : a binary variable with a value 1 if the primary communication may use 8-QAM
format; 0 otherwise.
G2P : a binary variable with a value 1 if the primary communication may use QPSK
format; 0 otherwise.
F1P : a binary variable with a value 1 if the primary communication uses 8-QAM
format; 0 otherwise.
F2P : a binary variable with a value 1 if the primary communication uses QPSK
format; 0 otherwise.
ℓP : an integer variable denoting the length of the path used by the primary communication scheme.
d : a binary variable for all edge (i, j) ∈ E where w d = 1 if edge (i, j) appears in
wij
ij

the path used to handle disaster d; 0 otherwise.
d , for all edge (i, j) ∈ E and disaster d ∈ D.
W : a set of all wij
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a binary variable for all edge (i, j) ∈ E where xij = 1(yij = 1) if

the path used by the primary (backup) communication scheme for the new
request uses edge (i, j); 0 otherwise.
xgij : a binary variable for all gap g ∈ G and edge (i, j) ∈ E where xgij = 1 if gap
g of core c on edge (i, j) is used by the primary communication scheme; 0
otherwise.
θ(ω): an integer variable representing the starting subcarrier number of the new
request for the primary (backup) communication scheme.
ϕ(ψ): an integer variable representing the ending subcarrier number of the new
request for the primary (backup) communication scheme.
k:

the number of paths to be generated from s to t.

P st , (Qst ):

the set of candidate paths from s to t for the primary (backup)

communication.
p(b): path for primary (backup) communication.
F P (F B ):

modulation format for primary (backup) communication.

G: Spectrum gap information for all edge (i, j) ∈ E.
D p : set of disasters that may aﬀect the primary path.
E new : set of edges that are not aﬀected ny disasters that may aﬀect the primary
path.

5.2.2

ILP for an optimal solution

Objective function:
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(5.1)

Subject to:

1. Flow balance equations must be satisfied by the primary path used for the
primary communication (backup path used
 when disaster d happens, ∀d ∈ D):




1, if i = s,


∑
∑
(5.2)
xij −
xji = −1, if i = t, ∀i ∈ N


i:i→j∈E
i:j→i∈E




0, otherwise.



qd
if i = s,



∑
∑
d
d
wij
−
wji
=
(5.3)
−q d if i = t, ∀i ∈ N


d
d

j:(i,j)∈E
j:(j,i)∈E

 0
otherwise.
2. Set q d = 1, if disaster d disrupts the primary communication. Otherwise, set
q d = 0.
q d ≥ xij

∀(i, j) ∈ E d , d ∈ D
∑

qd ≤

xij

(5.4)

∀d ∈ D

(5.5)

i,j:(i,j)∈E d

3. Determine the backup path to be used when any disaster happens.
d
yij ≤ (1 − q d ) · M + wij

d
yij ≥ wij

∀(i, j) ∈ E, d ∈ D

∀(i, j) ∈ E, d ∈ D

4. Find the length of the primary path.
∑
xij · ℓij
ℓP =

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

i,j:(i,j)∈E

5. Determine whether 16-QAM is the best modulation format to be used for the
primary communication2 .
M · F0P ≥ (d0 − ℓP )
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(5.10)

5a. Determine whether 8-QAM may be used for the primary communication.
M · G1P ≥ (d1 − ℓP )

(5.11)

M · (1 − G1P ) ≥ (ℓP − d1 )

(5.12)

5b. Determine whether 8-QAM is the best modulation format to be used for the
primary communication.
F1P ≤ G1P

(5.13)

F1P ≤ 1 − F0P

(5.14)

F1P ≥ G1P − F0P

(5.15)

5c. Determine whether QPSK may be used for the primary communication.
M · G2P ≥ (d2 − ℓP )

(5.16)

M · (1 − G2P ) ≥ (ℓP − d2 )

(5.17)

5d. Determine whether QPSK is the best modulation format to be used for the
primary communication.
F2P ≤ G2P

(5.18)

F2P ≤ 1 − F0P

(5.19)

F2P ≤ 1 − F1P

(5.20)

F2P ≥ G2P − F0P − F1P

(5.21)
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6. Find the number of subcarriers needed for the primary communication.
η P ≥ F0P · B/k0

(5.22)

η P ≤ M.(1 − F0P ) + B/k0

(5.23)

7. Exactly one spectrum gap of one core must be used on each fiber on the path
used for the primary communication of the new request:
∑ g
xij = xij ∀(i, j) ∈ E

(5.24)

g∈Gij

8. The starting subcarrier of the primary communication for the new request
must be greater than or equal to the starting subcarrier of the g th gap of core c on
edge (i, j)
θ ≥ agij · xgij

∀(i, j) ∈ E, g ∈ Gij

(5.25)

9. The ending subcarrier of the primary communication for the new request
must be less than or equal to the ending subcarrier of the g th gap of core c on edge
(i, j)
ϕ ≤ bgij + M · (1 − xgij )

∀(i, j) ∈ E, g ∈ Gij

(5.26)

10. The total number of subcarriers on all gaps and cores used by the primary
communication must be greater than or equal to the required bandwidth.
(ϕ − θ + 1) ≥ η P /|C|

(5.27)

Due to lack of space, we have omitted constraints which are similar to those
outlined above. Constraints very similar to (5.9) - (5.23) may be used to determine
whether the modulation format 8-QAM, QPSK or BPSK is the best modulation
format for the primary communication.
Constraints similar to (5.8) - (5.27) may be used to determine the modulation
format, the spectrum and the cores to be used to determine the scheme for the
backup communication.
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Explanations for the constraints used in the ILP

We note that ϕ−θ+1 (ψ−ω+1) denotes the spectrum used for the primary (backup)
communication. The objective function minimizes the sum of the spectrums used
for the primary and backup communication.
d = 0, so that constraints (5.6) and (5.7)
If q d = 0, constraint (5.3) ensures that wij

become yij ≤ M and yij ≥ 0, both trivial constraints. If q d = 1, constraint (5.6) and
d and y ≥ w d , so that y = w d . In other words, the path for
(5.7) become yij ≤ wij
ij
ij
ij
ij

the backup communication is defined by yij , which avoids all disasters that aﬀect
the path for the primary communication. Constraints (5.9) and (5.10) ensure that
F0P = 1, if the length of the path for the primary communication does not exceed
the optical reach d0 for 16-QAM; otherwise F0P = 0. If F0P = 1, constraints (5.22)
and (5.23) ensure that η P = B/k0 ; otherwise, constraints (5.22) and (5.23) become
trivial. Thus, if 16-QAM can be used, the number of subcarriers η P is determined
by the packing density for 16-QAM. Similar constraints (not included above) check
if some other modulation format(e.g., 8-QAM, QPSK, BPSK) is appropriate for
the length of the primary path. Explanations for the remaining constraints are
straight-forward. This optimal algorithm is not usable for networks of practical size
and available bandwidth. To address this, we have given below a relaxed version
of the above ILP. Explanations for constraints (5.11) and (5.12) are like constraints
(5.9) and (5.10) and ensure that G1P = 1, if the length of the path for the primary
communication does not exceed the optical reach d1 for 8-QAM; otherwise G1P = 0.
In other words, if G1P = 1, 8-QAM may be used for the primary communication. If
the length of the path for the primary communication does not exceed the optical
reach d0 for 16-QAM, it clearly does not exceed the optical reach d1 for 8-QAM.
Therefore, if F0P = 1, G1P will always be 1. Our objective is to make sure that we
should use 16-QAM, if possible; otherwise, we should use 8-QAM, if possible. In
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other words, F1P = 1 only when F0P = 0 and G1P = 1; otherwise it is 0. It may be
readily verified that constraints (5.13), (5.20) and (5.15) ensures that this condition.
Explanations for constraints (5.16) and (5.17) are like constraints (5.11) and (5.12)
and ensure that G2P = 1, if the length of the path for the primary communication
does not exceed the optical reach d2 for QPSK; otherwise G2P = 0. To determine F2P
we use a technique similar to that for F1P . Here we need to ensure that F2P = 1 only
when G2P = 1 (i.e., QPSK may be used) and F1P = 0 (i.e., 8-QAM cannot be used)
and F0P = 1 (i.e., 16-QAM cannot be used). It may be verified that constraints
(5.18) – (5.21) ensures that this condition is satisfied. The equations for BPSK is
very similar.

5.3

A heuristic for RWA using SDM under Dynamic
Traﬃc

In this heuristic we have used the following relaxations to the approach used in the
ILP described above:
• Instead of considering all possible paths from the virtual node s to the requesting node t, we have restricted our search to a selected number of pre-computed
paths2 .
• We have determined the schemes for the primary and the backup communication sequentially, in two separate steps, rather than finding them simultaneously.
The relaxations used in our heuristic mean that the solutions may not be optimal
but the heuristic is useful, since it generates near-optimal solutions for practical-sized
2

We have used 3 precomputed paths from each data centers to each destination node.
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networks in reasonable time. In describing the heuristic, we have used the notation
described in Section 5.2.1. In addition we have used the following symbols:
• k denotes the number of pre-computed paths from s to t.
• P st (Qst ) denotes the set of k paths from s to t when there is no disaster (when
a disaster d ∈ D disrupts the path selected for primary communication).
• p (b) denotes the path selected from P st (Qst ) to handle the scheme for primary
(backup) communication.
• F P denotes the set {F0P , F1P , F2P , F3P }. The heuristic ensures that exactly
one element of F P = 1 and all the other values are 0. This allows us to
determine the appropriate modulation format for the primary communication
scheme.
• F B denotes the set {F0B , F1B , F2B , F3B }. This is used just like F P , for the
backup communication scheme.
• Dp denotes the set of all disasters in D that aﬀect the path p used by the
primary communication.
• G denotes the set of all gaps Gij for all (i, j) ∈ E.
• E new denotes the set of edges of the network that are not aﬀected by any
disaster in Dp .
In the heuristic, we have used the following functions:
1. findpaths(N, E, s, t, k) returns k shortest paths from s to t, if they exist, where
the length of each fiber is taken as 1. We used k = 3 in our experiments. In
other words, this function determines the best 3 paths, having the fewest
number of links.
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2. RSA(P st , G, B) (RSA(Qst , G, B) carries out RSA for the primary (backup)
communication scheme by selecting a path p ∈ P st , so that a total bandwidth
of B may be handled using the most eﬃcient modulation format F P (F B ).
The function also updates the gap information G with the spectrum used by
primary communication, using ILP1 - an ILP informally described below.
3. disastersAﬀectingPrimaryPath(p, D) returns Dp . Disasters aﬀecting the destination node t will not be included in Dp , since communication to t is possible
only if t itself is not aﬀected by a disaster.
4. removeDisruptedEdges(d, E new ) returns the set of edges in E new that survive
disaster d ∈ Dp .
A relaxed version of our heuristic is given below (Algorithm 5.1), where we have
assumed that the RSA for the primary and the backup communication are always
successful.
Pseudocode for Disaster-aware Heuristic Algorithm for DCNs Using SDM
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

P st ← f indpaths(N, E, s, t, k)
(p, F P , G) ← RSA(P st , G, B)
Dp ← disastersAf f ectingP rimaryP ath(p, D)
E new ← E
for all (d ∈ Dp ) do
E new ← removeDisruptedEdges(d, E new )
end for
Qst ← f indpaths(N, E new , s, t, k)
(b, F B , G) ← RSA(Qst , G, B)
To determine the scheme for primary communication we use the function RSA(P st , G, B)

which includes invoking the Integer Linear Formulation ILP1, a simplified version of
the ILP described in Section 5.2.1. In ILP1, we find the scheme for primary communication by i) selecting the “best” path s → . . . → t from the set of pre-computed
paths P st and ii) carrying out RSA on the selected path. To do so, we
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• Eliminated, from the ILP described above, constraints 5.3, 5.6, 5.7, which deal
with the scheme for backup communication.
• Replaced flow balance equation 5.2 by a constraint that states that exactly
one route from the pre-computed routes P st (Qst ) will be selected. The values
of xij (yij ), for all (i, j) ∈ E, may be computed from this selected route.
The ILP used in the heuristic is included as Appendix A of this thesis. To
determine the scheme for backup communication, we use a similar process with the
function RSA(Qst , G, B). The remaining functions are trivial.

5.4

Simulation results

In this section we present our experimental results using the heuristic outlined in
Section 5.3. In our approach we have to specify the disasters that have to be
considered. The disaster scenario we considered in our experiments is the case when
a disaster can aﬀect any one node in the network along with edges associated with
that node. When a node, say node i, is aﬀected by a disaster, all edges i → j (j → i)
from (to) node i also fails. In our simulations we consider only this type of disasters
because they are more “severe” compared to the failure of single edges (for instance
due to a fiber cut). If the network can handle the failure of node i, the same strategy
can also handle the failure of any one or more edges from/to node i. This also means
that, for our simulations, in the wide area networks we are considering, the nodes
are suﬃciently far away so that 2 nodes cannot be aﬀected by the same disaster. It
is important to note that these are only simplifying assumptions in our simulations.
The formulation given above can handle any generalization of the disaster scenarios
such as two nodes failing or a complex SRLG type of situation.
We consider the well-known 14-node NSFNET network for our simulations. In
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series I (II) of our experiments, the number of cores per fiber is 4 (7). We consider
two situations for the number of frequency slots (slices) per core - 50 and 60.
In series I, we consider three scenarios where the number of DCs are 2, 3, and
4. When the number of DCs is 2 (respectively 3 and 4) the locations of the DCs
are (4, 12), (respectively (0, 4, 12), and (0, 4, 10, 13)). Our results represent the
average of 5 simulation runs. The set of lightpath requests is generated, based on a
Poisson-distribution [104], with randomly selected files and destination nodes. The
traﬃc load is varied from 25 to 200 Erlang.
Fig. 5.2 shows the results obtained by our proposed approach for 3 DCs and
4 cores per fiber, we compare the blocking probability (BP) in the cases of 50 and
60 frequency slots per core. As expected, the BP decreases when the number of
slots are increased. Fig. 5.3 is for 4 DC’s and the results show that the blocking
probability decreases significantly when we increase the number of DCs.
Fig. 5.4 shows the BP if there is only 2 DCs in the network. Other parameters
such as the number of cores per fiber and number of frequency slots per core are the
same as in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. The trends in this case are very similar to the cases
of 3 and 4 data centers given above.
In series II, we use the same DC and disasters scenarios but assume 7 cores per
fiber links, instead of 4 cores we use in series I. Fig. 5.5 illustrates the performance
of our approach when the number of cores is increased to 7 cores per fiber and 3
DCs. As expected, the BP decreased significantly with 7 cores compared to 4 cores
and the approach is able to accommodate requests up to 200 Erlang with low BP.
We also report the resource usage, measured by the number of frequency slots
allocated per request obtained by our proposed approach. Fig. 5.6 shows how
the resource utilization, measured by the number of frequency slots allocated per
request, for 14-node NSFNET network increases as the number of frequency slots
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Figure 5.2: Blocking probability obtained by proposed approach for 14-node NSF
network with 3 DCs and 4 cores per fiber link.
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Figure 5.3: Blocking probability obtained by proposed approach for 14-node NSF
network with 4 DCs and 4 cores per fiber link.
per core is increased. This is expected since the blocking probability is reduced
when more resources are available (Fig. 5.2). This means more requests are allotted
spectrum instead of being blocked and more frequency slots are allotted. We carried
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Figure 5.4: Blocking probability obtained by proposed approach for 14-node NSF
network with 2 DCs and 4 cores per fiber link.
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Figure 5.5: Blocking probability obtained by proposed approach for 14-node
NSFNET network with 3 DCs and 7 cores per fiber link.
out more experiments using 2 and 4 DCs as shown below in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8. The
trends are very similar to those of 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Resource utilization obtained by proposed approach for 14-node
NSFNET network with 3 DCs and 4 cores per fiber link.
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Figure 5.7: Resource utilization obtained by proposed approach for 14-node
NSFNET network with 2 DCs and 4 cores per fiber link.
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Figure 5.8: Resource utilization obtained by proposed approach for 14-node
NSFNET network with 4 DCs and 4 cores per fiber link.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Works
6.1

Conclusions

In this Ph.D. dissertation, we have presented novel algorithms to obtain optimal
solutions for diﬀerent design problems in wide area optical networks.
We have reported our works on three major aspects of optimal design of WDM/SDM
optical network. These are:
• Optimal attack-aware resource allocation in WDM optical networks,
• Optimal disaster-aware lightpath allocation with path protection in WDM
networks, and
• Optimal resilient spectral-spatial resource allocation with protection in SDM
networks.
For optimal security-aware problem, we consider transparent optical networks
with dynamic traﬃc scenario. We present a new ILP formulation as well as an
eﬃcient heuristic (SA-DRWA) for minimizing both the in-band and out-of-band
crosstalk jamming attacks. The proposed approaches are compared with the tra-
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ditional security unaware algorithms for RWA, and have been tested with various
network topologies and traﬃc loads. Simulation results demonstrate that our proposed security-aware approaches were able to limit the vulnerability of lightpaths,
by reducing the combined attack radius (AR), with very little overhead in terms of
resource consumption and blocking probability.
For optimal disaster-aware network design, we consider WDM DC networks and
dynamic traﬃc. We are given a list of potential disasters, where each disaster aﬀects
a specified set of nodes/links in the network. Since a disaster can occur anywhere in
the network, including at DC nodes, we assume an appropriate replication strategy
has been implemented, so that the required content is available at multiple nodes.
We have presented an optimal ILP formulation that finds a suitable primary path
and a backup path such that the required content can be delivered to the destination
node under all possible disaster scenarios. The RWA implemented by our ILP
satisfies the wavelength continuity constraint and also ensures that the length of the
selected routes (both primary and backup) are always less than the optical reach. It
is interesting to note that our simulations show that, when we consider all possible
disaster scenarios, the resources needed are only slightly more, compared to the case
when we consider disasters at DC nodes only. So, considering additional disasters
does not add significantly to the cost of the solution. The proposed ILP formulation
provides optimal solutions that can be used as a benchmark, for evaluating fast,
heuristic algorithms that we also presented in chapter 4 section 4.3.
Finally, for optimal resilient SDM network design, we consider elastic optical
networks based on SDM technology to handle dynamic requests for communication
that can guarantee communication when a disaster aﬀects a part of the network.
In our approach, each file stored in a DCN must have multiple copies. In such a
system the traditional notion of path protection had to be modified to take account
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of the possibility of the failure of the DC storing the file to be communicated.
The work is interesting because this is the first approach to develop robust data
communication schemes for DC using SDM networks. The protection scheme used
is diﬀerent from standard protection schemes. We have considered the flexgrid-fixed
SDM model to create the SSChs for allocating resources to requests. This model
is already technologically viable. We evaluate our proposed approached by varying
relevant parameters and report the blocking probability for the 14-node NSFNET
network. Our results indicate that the BP can be reduced by increasing i) number
of frequency slots per core, ii) number of cores per fiber, and iii) number of DC
nodes in the network.

6.2

Future Works

One possible enhancement to the attack-aware problem for dynamic traﬃc is to
incorporate protection. This approach can be developed using either DPP or SPP.
The strategy must ensure that the primary and backup lightpaths to be established
for the new request are not simultaneously within the reach of any potential attacking signal that is already existing in the network. By deploying SPP, the approach
can achieve resource savings in the network by allowing the backup lightpath of the
new communication to share resources with other existing backup lightpaths.
The design of disaster-survivable DCN has become a major challenge. We proposed an optimal algorithm and heuristic to solve this problem under dynamic traﬃc
scenario. One possible future work direction is to use scheduled traﬃc which is suitable for periodic applications. The challenge is that if the problem is formulated as
an ILP model, it may very well become intractable for large networks. To handle
this issue, an eﬃcient heuristic can be developed that will generate near-optimal
results in reasonable time.
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For survivable DCN design using SDM, an interesting direction to our future
work is probably using the flex-grid flex model which provides the best flexility
among other models in terms of allocating spectral-spacial resources. Another improvement could be using SPP technique instead of DPP as this will lead to significant resource savings.
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Appendix A
1. ILP used in used in Section 5.3
The symbols used in the ILP in addition to those described in Section 5.2.1.
R: a set of pre-computed paths between each source-destination pair, we assume
R = 3.
αsd,r
ij : a constant for all source-destination s, d ∈ N , pre-computed route r ∈ R and
sd,r
edge (i, j) ∈ E where αij
= 1 if and only if the rth route between source s

and destination d uses edge (i, j).
pr : a binary variable for all pre-computed paths r ∈ R where pr = 1 if the rth route
is used by the new request.
mr : a constant for all pre-computed paths r ∈ R denoting the packing density
possible for the modulation format corresponding to the length of the rth precomputed route.
Objective function:
minimize ϕ − θ + 1

(1)

Subject to:
1. Ensure that only one path is chosen among the |R| pre-computed paths for
the new request.
∑
r∈R

pr = 1

(2)
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2. xij will be 1 if the new request uses the rth route and edge (i, j) is part of
that rth route.
xij =

∑

sd,r
pr · αij

∀s, d ∈ N, i, j ∈ E

(3)

r∈R

3. Exactly 1 gap on link (i, j) ∈ E must be used if and only if xij is 1.
∑

xgij = xij

∀i, j ∈ E

(4)

g∈Gij

4. The starting subcarrier of the new request must be greater than or equal to
the starting subcarrier of the g th gap on edge (i, j).
θ ≥ agij · xgij

∀i, j ∈ E, g ∈ Gij

(5)

5. The ending subcarrier of the new request must be less than or equal to the
ending subcarrier of the g th gap on edge (i, j).
ϕ ≤ bgij + M · (1 − xgij )

∀i, j ∈ E, g ∈ Gij

(6)

6. The total number of subcarriers must be greater than or equal to the required
bandwidth per core for the packing density appropriate for the rth selected for this
communication.
(ϕ − θ + 1) ≥ B/[|C| ·

∑

(pr · mr )]

(7)
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